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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVII No. 136 In Our 97th Year
Mrs. Nell Stimson, 84, Murray, will display her collection of hand-made
quilts at the 7th annual Arts and Crafts Festival at Land Between The Lakes,
June 26-27. The festival will be held in the Environmental Education Center,
of the 170,000-acre public outdoor area in western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
Mrs. Stimson's Quilts
To Be On Display At
Arts & Crafts Festival
GOLDEN POND, KY.—Flower
Garden, Broken Lone Star, Double
Irish Chain, and Adalia are not song
titles as it may sound, but rather quilt
patterns.
Mrs. Nell Stinson, 500 South 9th
Street, Murray. will display a rainbow
of quilts, placemats, afghans, aprons,
and other handiwork at the 7th Annual
Arts and Crafts Festival sponsored by
the Murray Art Guild and TVA at Land
Between The Lakes, June 26-27.
The show will be open to the public at
no charge from 9 a.m. to dusk and will
be located around Center Furnace in
the Environmental Education Center.
The 84-year-old quilt maker began
her sewing skills as a little girl making
doll clothes from material scraps.
"I've been making quilts all my life
and I still use the oldtime quilting
frames," Mrs. Stinson said.
Mrs. Stimson said quilting was just a
fun hobby to occupy her time.
It usually takes four weeks to quilt a
top. "Many nights I sit until midnight
working," she said. two quilts are
alike."
Besides quilting, Mrs. Stimson raises
blackberries and a garden, prepares
food, and visits friends in the hospital,
walks downtown, and makes jellies and
jams.
The quilts and handwork will be
tagged for sale.
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, June 8, 1976 15' Per Copy One Section - 10 Pages
Board To Request Bids On Improvements
At Calloway High Cafeteria And Library
The Calloway County Board of
Education voted last night to request
bids by, July 19 on improvements and
additions to the Calloway County High
School cafeteria and library. '-
The action came at the board's
regular monthly meeting, held last
night at the board office. The school
board also voted to open bids July 8 on
bus tires, gasoline, milk, school bus
insurance, and workmen's com-
pensation.
A new plan will be implemented that
is expected to eventually save the
board, and taxpayers, about $4,000 per
year in gasoline expenses. Gas pumps
and 2,000 gallon tanks will be installed
at each elementary school, at a cost of
about $1,400 each. The board expects to
save about $4,000 per year by buying its
gasoline at the bulk rate, which saves
approximately 10 cents per gallon. It
was noted that the three tanks
necessary would pay for themselves in
approximately one year.
Chris Butterworth was named as the
new coach for East Elementary School
by the board. Butterworth will begin
work this fall at the school.
In other action, personnel recom-
mendations and salary increases were
approved. A seven per cent increase
Final Ballots Cast Today In
Nation's Longest Primary Race
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Voters in California, Ohio and New
Jersey cast the final ballots of the
nation's longest presidential primary
season today in elections that could tell
whether President Ford can be over-
taken, and whether Jimmy Carter can
be stopped.
It was Ford against Ronald Reagan
and Carter against three sets of
Democratic opponents, for the biggest
one-day delegate crop since the
primary voting began 15 weeks ago.
All told, Democrats were selecting
540 nationai convention delegates,
Republicans 331.
Ford entered the last set of primaries
with 804 of the 1,130 delegates needed to
win the Republican nomination.
Reagan has 692 and there are 148 in the
uncommitted column. Republicans will
choose another 283 delegates in
caucuses and state conventions, and
that is where the competition will focus
after today.
Carter is far ahead of the Democratic
field, and bids today for delegates to
move himself beyond the reach of the
rivals who seek to stop him. He now has
909. with 1,505 needed for nomination.
'Twilight Cabaret'
Opens On June 15
-Twilight Cabaret," the Murray
State University Summer Theatre
production, will not open until Tuesday.
evening, June 15, at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park instead of June 5 as
incorrectly listed in the University's
summer calendar.
The variety show, featuring comedy.
songs and dances in a background of
Americana, will be presented each
evening except Mondays at 8:30 p. m.
on the bathhouse patio in the old beach
area at the park.
FEA Says TVA Should Put In
'Peak Load' Pricing Immediately
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. ( AP
Tennessee Valley Authority's power
rates have been attacked by the
Federal Energy Administration, which
said TVA should implement a peak load
pricing system immediately.
The comments by the federal agency
during a Monday hearing here marks
the first time FEA has gone on. record
opposing TVA's "cover the-cost" rate
system, which charges homeowners
more per kilowatt-hour than industrial
users.
TVA has never said it would accept a
peak load billing system, even though it
has studied it and other rate structure
proposals.
"It is vitally important that the
careful, phase implementation of such
rates begin at once," FEA official Craig
Johnson said in a written statement.
He acknowledged the agency may
encounter problems with installing and
implementing a peak load system, in
which customers are charged ac-
cording to the time of day of the ser-
vice.
Under the system recommended by
Police Charge Man
In Marijuana Case
An Elizabethtown man has been
charged by Murray police with traf-
ficking in marijuana, according to
department reports.
Officers identified the man as Ron
King, 30, who is now being held in city
• jail on $400 bond.
Fair and Mild
Fair and mild tonight, low tonight in
the upper 50s. Sunny and warm Wed-
nesday, high in the upper 80s,
FEA, electricity would cost more if
used during certain peak demand
periods.
"But the general direction of the
appropriate change is so clear and the
probable benefits of implementing time
of use pricing so great, that TVA can
and should take the first steps toward
this much needed rate reform as part of
a comprehensive energy conservation
program," Johnson said.
The FEA official's statement came
after other witnesses, including state
Rep. J. Stanley Rogers, D-Manchester.
accused TVA of dragging its feet on
adopting moderate rate plans and being
more concerned about maintaining coal
company profits than keeping down the
cost of electricity.
"TVA has not fought high coal
profits; it has merely raised its rates,"
Robers said.
"It has passed the buck. It is now
engaged in hearings to determine how
best to coiled the booty for the
profiteers."
He attacked the agency's relationship
with Island Creek Coal Co., one of the
major suppliers of coal to TVA. But his
remarks have been described by some
as political.
Island Creek is headed by former
Sen. Albert Gore. Rogers is running for
Congress in the 4th District, where he is
being opposed by Gore's son.
Hearings are scheduled Wednesday
in Florence, Ala., and Friday in
Paducah, Ky. The agency sal4
testimony will be transcribed and
provided to the TVA board.
Man Injured in
Accidental Shooting
A Murray man is listed in satisfae--
tory condition at Lourdes Hospital
today after a shooting accident over the
weekend, according to hospital reports.
reports.
Joe Pat Hutson, 509 Broad, was
reportedly target shooting with his
brother-in-law when the gun misfired.
causing injuries to his eyes.
He was taken to Lourdes Hospital for
treatment, where he was listed in
satisfactory condition this morning.
Graves Countian
Killed In Wreck
A Graves County man is dead and his
widow is hospitalized after a one-car
accident early this morning on High-
way 121 near Mayfield.
Ronnie Sholar, Route Three,
Mayfield, was pronounced dead at the
scene according to Kentucky State
Trooper Bills, Davidson.
Phyllis Sholar was admitted to
Mayfield Community Hospital where
her condition this morning was listed as
stable.
Trooper Davidson said the accident
occurred shortly before six a. In.
Tuesday, just south of Mayfield nil
Hithway 121. Davidson said the pickup
truck left the road on the shoulder, hit
an embankment, struck a utility pole,
and overturned more than once. Sholar
was apparently thrown from the car
and died on the scene
That is nearly three times his closest
challenger, Rep. Morris K. Udall, who
has 307.5. There are 393.5 uncommitted
Democratic delegates, and 141 to be
chosen after the primaries.
Today's balloting lines up this way:
California
Reagan, the former governor, is in
his home territory, bidding for 167
delegates in a winnea-take-all contest
with the President. Ford casts himself
The Murray-Calloway County girl
' Scouts will hold their annual Day Camp
during the week of June 14-18, from 9
a.m. until 2:30 p.m. daily. As in past
years, the scout camp will be located at
the Murray-Calloway County
Fairgrounds. The theme of this year's
carping activities is "USA - Melting
Pot"
-Scouts who attend the-day camp must
sear shoes and socks, according to
Yrs. Ethelyn Loberger, director of this
_,tariatlay camp; and girls are advised
Sot'o wear halter tops. In addition,
each scout should bring a sack lunch
daily. ;wo clothespins, and a sit-upon.
Soft drinks will be provided.
The' highlights of this year's camping
activities will be the annual cookout
and overnight campout for Juniors and
Cadet Scouts. Parents' Night is
Thursday, June 17. Parents and friends
of the Girl Scouts are invited to visit the
camp to observe various activities and
view the arts and crafts that were a
part of the week's activities.
Parents are responsible for girls'
transportation to and from the camp
area.
Assisting Mrs. Loberger with this
year's day camp are Mrs. Ginni
Hopkins, assistant director, and Mrs.
Judy Whitten, business manager. For
lAirther information, parents are asked
















as the underdog but adds: "I don't rule
out the possibility that there could be a
surprise."
One Ford aide said a victory in
California would be a miracle.
The Republican campaign there
escalated in the closing hours as
Reagan responded bitterly to a Ford
commercial suggesting that as
President he could start a war. He
called it divisive, low road cam-
paigning.
California Democrats were choosing
280 delegates, but they have discarded
the winner-take-all rule, so the home-
state advantage of Gov. Edmund G.
Brown, Jr. won't give him a sweep.
Carter expects to cut into the California
delegation, which will be apportioned
on the basis of the popular vote in the
state's 43 congressional districts. Udall,
Sen. Frank Church of Idaho, Gov.
George C. Wallace of Alabama, former
Sen. Fred R. Harris of Oklahoma and
anti-abortion candidate Ellen
McCormack also are entered.
The polls close at 11 p.m. EDT.
Ohio
Ford is competing for 97 Republican
(See Primaries, Page IS )
was approved for non-certified per-
sonnel.
Supt. William B. Miller asked for a
reduction in a portion of his salary,
which was approved by the board.
Miller will end his career as superin-
tendent of the system at the end of this
month, but will remain in an advisory
capacity to new superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose. Miller told the board that
the pay for his position during extended
employment ( in the summer months)
is more than that for Dr. Rose. The
funds for extended employment come
from the state.
Miller requested that his part of the
extended employment funds be brought
in line with Dr. Rose's, so that he would
not be making more than the new
superintendent for that 2-34 month
period. The amount in question was
about $140. and the board approved
Miller's request.
The health center contract was ap-
proved by the board for next year. The
contract is a routine item calling for TB
skin tests, bus driver examinations and
other services.
Payment was approved for two new
buses, to cost the board nearly $12,000
each. The board also voted to send four
persons to a one-week training school to




A Calloway Circuit Court jury will
hear a civil suit today involving an
automobile accident, according to court
records.
The case of Norma Bennett Bell vs.
Robert Blalock will be heard in court
today. Court records show the case
involves an accident Oct. 6, 1974 on
Highway 972, Faxon Road. The ac-
cident involved an automobile driven
by Blalock and a motorcycle operated





Plans are underway for the thirteenth
annual Miss Murray-Calloway County
Fair Beauty Pageant° be held Friday,
July 9, at 7:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University
campus.
The pageant will be staged by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Cltib inscooperation with the
Muitay Jaycees. Proceeds will benefit
the Glenda Boone Memorial Scholar-
ship Fund and various local charities.
Any girl who has completed her
junior or senior year in high school
during 1976 or any college girl who is a
resident of Calloway County is eligible
to enter the contest. The deadline for
entries is June 15.
All interested girls should contact
either Mrs. Brenda Maddox, phone 753-
7119, or Mrs. Mary Ann Russell, phone
753-2832, or complete the entry form, in
the Murray Ledger & Times and return
to the address stated on the form.
Larry England, Speech and Debate
Coach at Calloway County High School,
will emcee the pageant.
Serving as Sigma Department co-
chairmen for the contest are Lillie
Johnson., an& Jane Prince. Other,
committee chairmen are Mary Ellen
Contri, awards; Lois Keller and Joy
Waldrop, Coke and swim party; Brenda
Maddox and Mary Ann Russell, con-
testants and escorts; Judy Muehleman,
equipment and program; Sina
Richardson, finance; Norma Frank,
judges; Kay Ray, master of
ceremonies; Rainey Apperson, music;
Sue Spann, merchants; Doris ('ella,
publicity; Delores Hall, rehearsal;
Shirley Winters, stage decorations;
Jana Hughes, telephone.
Cindy Williams, right, daughter of Mrs Fula Mae Henson, will represent (allov.a ounty High School at Blue
Grass Girls State, Morehead State University, June 12-18. She resides with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Rose, Hazel Route Two. She is a member of the Beta Club. SAE. Pep Club, Chorus, Lakerette Drill Team, and was
named to Who's Who for American High School Students and Society for Distinguished High School Students.
While at Morehead she will learn about the state government. She is being co-sponsored by the Murray Rotary
Club who paid her tuition, the Murray Kivvanis Club who paid for her transportation to Morehead, and the
American legion Auxiliary. Presenting checks to Miss William,. are Mrs. Cleo Sykes, left, of the Legion Auxiliary, and
Carney Hendon of the Murray Rotary Club. Staff Photo bN Mac Brandon




FOR W EDNESDA ,
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erk---41
The emphasis is now on
choosing the correct project and
issues on which to shower your
handiwork. No day-dreaming!
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't dissipate valued
qualities or waste time. Reject
propositions unworthy of your
attention. See to it that your
talents do not rust
GEMINI
(May n to June 21) 11.19-
You may have to make some
compromises. Restrain no one
from expressing his opinion, but
be careful whom you eventually
follow.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Some opposition possible now,
but your keenness and sense of
humor will help you win more
points than would force or
obstinacy.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J.2442.1
Certain changes of plan may
be suggested. Di.SCUSS fully and
agree only if they seem truly
feasible.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Mixed influences. You may
have a desire to do something
"different" but, before you do,




rzASept 24 to Oct. 23)
An auspicious day for
business ventures. This is a
period in which to give your
finest performance, to capital-
ize on your gift of good
management.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Counting one's blessings
makes every picture rosier, but
DON'T count returns you have
not and MAY NOT receive.
Mixed influences; use care in
all things.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 23 to Dec. 2h
nveltP
Without much planetary
assistance, you can still net top
returns now but, before acting,
plan well, be sure of facts and
details, and DON'T procrastin-
ate
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 141
Important now, common
sense, logical analysis, ease of
action Regular business and
work matters highly favored
Don't waste tone on regrets.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb 191





9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
al tine office of
Dr. V. W. Etherion




on all make hearing




by sound advice You have a
wonderful chance for ac-
complishment but day needs the
right push, steadiness.
PISCES
:Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Tangible gains indicated if
you pursue work and handle
obligations without unneces-
sary interruptions. Don't ne-
glect the substantial for
"flashy" but momentary gain.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
person of great individuality;
are endowed with a lively
imagination, versatility and
ingenuity. Your ruling planet,
Mercury, gives you alertness —
both mental and physical; also,
a great love of travel. Any
occupation involving travel is,
therefore, a "natural" for you.
Other fields in which you could
shine. journalism, painting, the
theater, music. On the personal
side, you are outgoing, warm-
hearted and generous almost tc
a fault. Traits to conquer:
hypersensitivity and ex-
travagance. Birthdate of; John
Howard Payne, composer of
.'Home, Sweet Home"; Robert





Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday, June I, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall with
Deidra Folsom, worthy ad-









Linda Knight, Susan Cates,
and Mary Jane Estes.
Adults present were
Frances Churchill, Patrick
Estes, Joe Lasater, Zane
Coleman, Twila Coleman, and
Marilyn Weatherford.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday, June 15, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
.86z0t4
ROACH GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Roach,
1503 Becket, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Joy
IRia, weighing six pounds
fifteen ounces, born on
Tuesday, May 18 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is an engineer at
Airco Alloys, Calvert City.
drandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Grugett of Almo
Route One and Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Roach of Murray Route
Four. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. Myrtle Madrey of
Westview Nursing Home and
Mrs. Bea Buchanan of Murray
Route Six.
MOVIES IN MURRAY
rrel N Bus 111
Thru Wed. I
entruicelger 
I Thru 6/16 I
Miss Dana Puckett Becomes Bride
Of John R. Quertermous
Mr. and Mrs. John Reed Quertermous
The sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church, in
Fulton, was the setting on
Saturday, May 15, for the
beautifully solemnized
wedding of Miss Dana Ward
Puckett and John Reed
Quertermous of Murray. Rev.
William G. Adams, minister of
the church, performed the
impressive double ring
ceremony at two p. in.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett of
Fulton and the groom's




Dr. Robert K. Baar of Murray,
presented vocal selections,
accompanied by Mrs. Maxine
W. Clark of Murray, organist.
Dr. Baar sang "Sunrise,
Sunset" by Harnick, lie Thou
With 'Them" by - Bach and
"The Ring" by Schumann.
The bride entered to the
strains of "Lohengrin" by
Wagner and the traditional
-Wedding March" by Men-
delssohn was used for the
recessional.
Before the entrance of the
bridal party, candles were
lighted by Dr. John Rose of
Louisville and Dow Ryan of
Murray. The central ap-
pointment for the altar was a
large satin covered corss,
elevated above the choir loft.
White satin wedding rings,
white feathered doves,
specimen white gladioli,
leather leaf and springerii
fern ornamented the cross.
The cross was designed by the
bride's parents. A bank of
comadore jade. ad lather
leaf at the foot of 'the cross
extended down the choir rail
to two cathedral brass can-
delabra on either side of the
altar. Ivory cathedral tapers,
extending out of the massive
greenery in the candelabra
cast a soft glow On the wed-
ding party.
Altar bouquets of white
formal mums, white stock and
cushion poms in brats grecian
urns stood on the floster
stands on either side of the
chancel. A nine-branch an-
tique brass candelabrum,
which belonged to the groom's
parents, was placed on the
handsome altar table for the
union service. The couple
concluded the ceremony by
lighting the unity candle.
Family pews were marked
with triple hurricane can-
delabra with leather leaf and
springerii fern tied with ivory
brocaded satin bows.
Guests entering the church
registered at the foyer table
attended by Mrs. John Rose of
The table was draped with
an antique ivory lace cloth and
held a silver hurricane lamp,
encircled with greenery and
white powder puff mums.
Bride's Dress
Escorted to the altar by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, the radiant
bride was lovely in her
traditional gown of delicate
ivory chiffon. The bodice was
fashioned with a sweetheart
yoke of sheer English illusion
touched at the throat by
sparkling crystals, appliqued
on a crown of Alencon lace.
The elegant Juliet sleeves
were adorned by in-sets of
Alencon lace and formed deep
fitted cuffs of lace at the
wrists. The gentle, unadorned
skirt flowed into a classic
chapel length train, designed
and made especially for her.
Her full-length mantilla veil of
gossamer ivory illusion was
edged by an applique of
embroidered Alencon lace and
flowed the entire length of the
train.
The bride carried a
beautiful French colonial
bouquet of white victorian tea
roses, gardenia, stephanotis
blossoms, and gypsophilia,
tied with ivory satin lace loops
and streamers.
Attending the bride as
matron of honor, was Mrs.
Warren Tucker of Louisville.
Bridesmaids were Mrs.eklbert
Beth of Nashville, sister of the
groom, Miss Bonnie Plate of
Dallas, Mrs. Russell Howard
of Memphis, Miss Patti
Ireland of Fort Lauderdale
and Mrs. Jack Wolfe of
Gainesville, Georgia.
They wore identical floor
length gowns of apricot silk
crepe. Apricot Venice lace
framed a scoop yoke with
wedding band collar and short
lace- edged sleeves. The
waistline was defined in front
of the gown by a tiny narrow
belt and the back was em-
phasized by a contoured yoke
that flowed softly to the floor.
They all wore gold bracelets,
gifts of the bride.
They carried matching
French colonial bouquets of
talisman tea roses,
stephanotis blossoms and
baby's breath, tied with ivory
satin and lace streamers.
Dr. John Charles Quer-
termous, father of the groom,
served his son as best man.
The groomsmen were: David
Puckett of Louisville and Phil
Pucket of Fort Lauderdale,
both brothers of the bride, Dr.
William Hart of Memphis, Dr.
Don Miller of Louisville, and
Jack Wolf of Gainsville,
Georgia. Head ushers were
Dow Ryan of Murray and Dr.
John Rose of Louisville.
The mother of the bride was
escorted to her seat by her two
sons, David and Phil Puckett.
She chose a floor length gown
of yellow chiffon. The deep V-
neckline was accented with an
overlay forming a deep
capelet that capped the
shoulders and fell free over
the back of the softly draped
skirt. The sleeveless bodice
was created with set-in lunette
waistline embroidered with
crystal beading. She wore
yellow lilies of the valley in
her hair and pinned a gold
throated white cattleya orchid
on her purse.
For her son's wedding, Mrs.
Quertermous chose a formal
two piece gown of champagne
beige. The dress featured a
high neckline with the skirt
flowing softly from a fitted
waistline. Over this she wore a
Atiatching jacket with long
fitted sleeves. She carried
an emerald green purse and
wore a gold throated white




Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett
entertained with a reception
at The Barn Restaurant.
The beautifully appointed
bride's table was covered with
an exquisite white handmade
Lace cloth. A silver epergne
with tall ivory tapers held an
elegant arrangment of
talisman Rises, yellow fugh
poins, gypsnphilia, leather
leaf and springerii fern.
The all-white, four-tiered
wedding cake was topped with
the same bride and groom
ornament that was used on the
wedding cake of the bride's
mother and father.
Serving at the reception
were Miss Cathy Owens and
Mrs. Randy Henderson, of
Fulton, both cousins of the
bride, Miss Debbie Homra of
Fulton and Louisville, Miss
Holly Speirs of Tallahassee,
Florida, Mrs. James Walker
of Mobile, Alabama, Mrs. Ken
Kerkhoff of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Mrs. William Hart of Mem-
phis and Mrs. Gary Loyd of
Arlington, Tennessee.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Point Clear, Alabama with
the bride traveling in a blue
suit with white accessories.
Pinned at her shoulder was a
gold throated white cattleya
orchid.
Mr. and Mrs. Quertermous
are at home in Louisville,
where he will continue his
studies at the University of





Dr. and Mrs. John Charles
Quertermous, parents of the
groom, were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner held on
Friday evening, May 14 at The
Barn Restaurant.
Guests enjoyed a social hour
in The Hayloft, then were
served dinner in a private
dining room.
The bride and groom's table
was centered with a victorian
footed silver bowl filled with
talisman roses, yellow and
white powder puff mums,
baby's breath and leather leaf
fern. Tall ivory tapers, burned
in triple silver candelabra,
decorated with greenery and
white lace wedding bells tied
with ivory satin ribbons.
The bride chose a white and
green chiffon gown from her





was held on May 14 at 11:30 a.
m. at the home of Mrs. Win
Whitnel, Park Avenue, Fulton.
Individual hand drawn
water color portraits of each
guest marked the places at the
dining table, overlaid with a
pastel cloth and centered with
an arrangement of white
orchid gold iris, white Sweet
Williams and wild fern.
The hostess gift was a hand
decorated wedding invitation
in gold leaf frame, made by
Mrs. Whitnel.
Miss Puckett wore a white
knit dress, trimmed in green
and a gift corsage of pink
rosebuds and white lilacs.
Guests were: Miss Puckett,
Lynda Tucker, Louisville,
Bonnie Plate, Dallas, Cindy
Howard, Memphis, Patti
Ireland, Fort Lauderdale,
Janie Wolf, Atlanta, Ga.,
Holly Speirs, Tallahassee,
Fla., Tina Rose, Louisville,
Mrs. John C. Quertermous,
Murray, mother of the groom,







Baby Girl Turner mother
Anna), Baby Boy Barrett
( mother Dabra ).
DISMISSALS
Miss Della Watkins, Mahan
Apts., Murray, Mrs. Viola
IVIcWherter, 123 Gordon,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Eanda
Willoughby, Rt. 3, Box 175,
Murray, Mrs. Jessie Haynes,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., Almus
McWherter, Rt. 1, Box 159,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Mrs.
Linda Hill, Rt. 2, Box 168-C,
Murray, Miss Sanova Dodd,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Deborah
Morgan, 1111 College Cts.,
Murray, Miss Martha Beale,
Rt. 2, Box 56, Murray, Mrs.
Kathy Perry, Rt. 8, Box 765,
Murray, Mrs. Debra Hanlin,
1012 Birch, Benton, Miss
Aberline Skinner, 120 Spruce
St., Murray, William Hale, 713
Olive St., Murray, C. E.
McCormick, Rt, 5, Paris,
Tenn., Hatten Lovins, No. '70
Hales Trailer Ct., Murray,
Miss Mary Berkley, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., George
Farmer, Puryear Rest Home,
Puryear, Tenn., Irving
Falkenstern, 6936 78th Place,
Kenosha, Wis., Mrs. Carrye
Hughes, 311 S. 13th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Carrie Edwards
( expired ) Westview Nursing
Home, Murray.
BIRTHDAY SATURDAY
Miss Lois Marine is a
patient in Room 311, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital,
Murray. She will be observing
her birthday on Saturday,
June 12, and persons may send
her cards to the hospital.
Pottertown Homemakers Meet
For Luncheon 8 Tray Lesson
"Making of Trays" was the
subject of major lesson
presented by Mrs. Mary
Gertzen at the May meeting of
the Pottertown Homemakers
Club held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Landscape notes were given
by Mrs. Lucy Alderdice and
the recreational period was
held with games led by Mrs.
Gertzen and singing led by
Mrs. Louise Short.
Mrs. Patye Overcast gave
the devotion reading from I
Corinthians 13:6-7. Mrs. Iva
Alford called the roll with
Mrs. Bobbie Cook, president,
presiding.
New officers were elected
with the same slate as the past
year with the exception of
Dorothy Simmons as publicity
chairman. A report on the
tasters luncheon and trip to
Holly Springs, Miss., was
given by Mrs. Cook. The club
voted to help sponsor an un-
derprivileged child to summer
camp.
Those present for the lun-
cheon meeting not mentioned
previously were Mesdames
Lois Smith, Ruby Tucker,
Emma Lou Shelby, Shirley
Wertz, Rogina Zimmerman
and Jo Roberts.
A fish is properly cooked if
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Paglids Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
1/2With Garlic Bread and price on
9
Combination Salad (with meal) 9InsideDiningOnly
.1$04:6Maianr.,
Super Special For Kids 1 /
Spaghetti and Salad ./2. Price
:':eii6:,.:•':;‘,9K.Eizek.39K2KaiM:Mes;'sw:::45a9noc*RisMaSOMISMsksoof.iosi:sysimoko• oosa,46,'
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS
You Can't Eat This Good










Home of The Bottomless Coke
510 Main 753-2975
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Mrs. Newel Doores Hostess At
Regular Meet, Coldwater Club
The home of Mrs. Newel
Doores was the scene of the
May meeting of the Coldwater
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Charles Dan
Hanel!, presiding and reading
the scripture from I Corin-
thians 13:6.
Members answered the roll
call by giving the name of the
fabric of the dress each was
wearing. A poem, "I am The
Nation," was read by Mrs.
Bazzell which she received
while at the State
Homemakers meeting at
Lexington. Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell gave the financial
report.
The craft lesson on i'Dif-
ferent Kinds of Baskets" was
presented by Mrs. Bazzell.
Several members were
making baskets and learned
the first steps of this craft.
Material on flower drying and
arrangement was given by





Charles Joe West, Ronnie
Bazzell, Eddie Hale, Dewey
Bazzell, Delbert Newsome,
Charles Dan Bazzell, and
Doores, members, Mrs.
Bobbie Barnett, visitor, and
Nicole West and Brett Bazzell,
children.
Poplar Spring Church Honors
Graduates By Gift And
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church honored the graduates
in the church community on
May 30. The speakers for the
event were Ann and Robert
Lough from Memorial Baptist
Church.
A dinner was given for the
graduates and books were
given to the following
graduates:
COLLEGE — Teresa
Byerly, JaDonna Allen. and
Nancy Kelly.
HIGH SCHOOL — Ricky
Barrow, Ruby Lane, Leigh
Ann Edwards, Randy Walker,
Doyle Milby, Mary Bonner,
Minda Hurt, Sam Underwood,
Randy McDaniel, Cindy
Jewell, Bruce Fogle, Debbie
Bynum, Sandra Pogue, Sherry
Snyder, and Steve Downs.




man, Mary Elkins, Mary
Dinner
Wagoner, Jimmy Williams,
Kenn Cohoon, Isaac Dunn,
Mike Kirks, John Davis, J'ay
Mattox, Benji Turnbow,
Darrell Dugger, Thomas
Jones, Rhonda Garland, and
Richard Daniel.
;IWINCeltg WHO ARE TRIIFK,
TO CiIUrr PS'ICHOLOE.iSTS SAY,5i4OULP 742,/ To rim, some5(4.54-ITU7e FOR THEIR HAIM-.
ONE MI6HT BE pitHOOM4
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WThis
and
announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitai ,N
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is mane by the Prospectus
Now you can earn up to
93/q%
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100`'s
(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 734% to 934% is payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of 1.5,000 or more) or. if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly




Maturity Effective Annual Interest Rate
Of ~Ha a pad ot 1,110111/1 4 COT-
QUanOrtY 0' rnOnthlY) POVnded gUarterby WC
paid at maturity Onty'
10 years 9.75% 10.11%
5 years 8.75% 9.04%











Investment Notes. Series A. are being
by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc.. a holding
whose subsidiaries are engaged primanly in
finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
activities The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
outstanding indebtedness, arid the balance. if any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT.
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
of CFC Investment Inc who is licensed in
State The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or. if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in











By Abigail Van Buren
3, 19/6 by ChK•go i'.b,.'wS r Ner• S,n4 Ac
DEAR ABBY: One of the reasons I used to love to go to.church was the organ music. Well, or organist moved out
of town, and now a piano player is playing the organ. It is
punishment to listen to her.
She brags that she has never had an organ lesson in her
life, and believe me, it is obvious.
She is such a pleasant and willing person that nobody
wants to complain, but if they don't get rid of her and get an
organist, I will quit coming to church, and so will several of
my friends.
Our clergyman must be tone deaf. So what's the solution?
This is a small town. No name, please.
CHURCHGOER
DEAR GOER: You and the others who share your view
should call on the clergyman and suggest that he consider
getting an organist —or educate the piano player.
DEAR ABBY: Please don't put me down and call me a
starry-eyed dreamer, but I have a terrific crush on my
doctor. I am a happily married young, woman with a
perfectly good husband and two beautiful children. So why
is this doctor on my mind all the time?
I told my husband about it and even asked him if maybe I
should change doctors, and he said it wouldn't do any
good—that I would probably develop a crush on the next
one. And besides, he says, it's nothing unusual because
nearly every woman is in love with her doctor. Is that true?
I am sure my doctor doesn't have a clue that I have this




DEAR GOT: Not every woman has a crush on her doctor.
but it's not unusual to mistake feelings of gratitude.admiration, respect and hero-worship for romantic love. —Analyze your feelings and recognize them for what they.are before your next appointment, or your doctor won't be
able to get an accurate history of your normal bloodpressure, pulse and heartbeat.
DEAR ABBY: Perhaps I am overreacting, but I don'tthink so.
After 38 years of a wonderful marriage, my husbandpassed away. Lately, and especially at Christmastime, Ireceived a large number of cards addressed to "Mrs. AgnesSmith." I even received some lovely stationery with "MRS.'AGNES 'SMITH" printed on it.
It is like a knife cutting off the last tie with my late'husband. Isn't it proper to be addressed as "Mrs. HaroldSmith"? I realize that for business purposes, my legal name
is "Agnes Smith," but socially, until and unless I remarry I
am "Mrs. Harold Smith," am I not?
Perhaps if you publish this, some of my friends a
realize how deeply they have hurt rue. Thank you.
MRS. HAROLD SMITH
DEAR MRS. SMITH: You are indeed Mrs. Harold
Smith, and should be addressed as such socially.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want
Knov ," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Hr
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long
self-addressed. stamped 12411 envelope
Mrs. Hodges Speaker
For Home Department
The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
held its last meeting of the
1975-76 club year on Thursday,
May 20, with a luncheon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges, noted
local interpreter of best seller
books, gave a very beautiful
review of Dr. Billy Graham's
best seller, "Angels, Angels,
Angels."
The speaker gave her usual
superb performance and if a
person had not already react
Dr. Graham's book, one would
feel impelled to do so after






Homemakers Club met at the
home of Mrs. Beverly Shelton
for the regular May meeting
with the president, Mrs.
Marshal Bucy, presiding.
Officers elected for the
coming year were Mrs.
Elizabeth Smith, president;
Mrs. Paula Morton, vice-
president; Mrs. Irene Tucker,
secretary; Mrs. Gail Turner,
treasurer; Mrs. Beverly
Shelton, reporter.
A very informative lesson
on "Flower Arranging" was
presented by Mrs. Elizabeth
Smith and Mrs. Irene Tucker.
Present for the meeting
were Mesdames Shelia Cain,
Irene Tucker, Gail Turner,
Marshal Bucy, Elizabeth
Smith, Chell Tucker, Paula
Morton, Sherry Mohler. and
Beverly Shelton, members,
and Barbara Huey. guest.
Mrs. A C. Lafollette.
outgoing president of the
Murray Woman's Club, in-
troduced Mrs. Hodges.
A large number of member,
attended along with Mrs. Nola
Lewis Lassiter of Louisville.
former chairman of the
department. as well as three





Girl Scout Troop 14.) o:
Hazel held its first campout at
Bear Creek Girl Scout Camp.
Even though it was raining
the Junior Scouts set up camp.
built fires for cooking. par-
ticipated in nature and art
activities, and showed real
Girl Scout spirit, a leader said
Scouts present were Marca
Miller, Edwina Hutson.
Melissa York. Kathy Hensley
Sandra Hensley, Renac
Wilson, Lisa Overby, Janet:




Shannon Ford. and Lori
Winsor. Leaders present were
Cindy Carson, I,anita
Malcolm, and Mavis Negroni
Martin.
I lour cat or dog has dts,
skin problems, try adding olio'
or two teaspoons of safnow—
or corn oil to his food.
COMMUNITY4ACALENDAR 
Tuesday, June 8
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet with Debbie
Darnell at seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will




meet as follows: New Concord
at Paris landing State Park at
eleven a.m., South Pleasant
Grove with Mrs. Billy Rex
Paschall and Harris Grove
with Mrs. Maxine Nance at
one p.m.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Pauline Speegle, 1604 Farmer,
at 2:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 730 p.m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Mike Baker, Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. James Frank, and
Wesleyan with Mrs. Gillard
Ross.
Junior Tennis Clinic will be
at Murray Country Club at
nine a.m. •
Ladies Day luncheon will be
at noon at Murray Country
Club with Mrs. Joe Hal Spann
as chairman. Golf will be at
nine a.m. with Sue Costello as
hostess.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Oaks Country Club Women
will have golf with Essie
Caldwell as hostess and bridge
with Joyce Thomas as hostess
at 9:30 a.m., and a lathes day
luncheon at noon with Mary
Alice Smith and Maxa Read as
hostesses.
West Kentucky Twirling and
Charm Camp will be at old
Murray City Park from nine
a.m. to noon.
Activities for senior citizens
at North Second Street
Community Center will be at
1:30 p.m. Call 753-0929 by 11:30
a.m, for transportation.
Story hours for preschool
children will be at ten a.m.
and for school age children at




Citizens group will hold a sack
lunch at Paris Landing State
Park at 11:30 a.m. A craft
lesson on "Leathery Vases"
will be held.
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will have a
church cleanup meeting.
Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at
First Christian Church at 7:30
p.m. 
MurrayChapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7130 p.m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World is scheduled to meet at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
sand art work at 10:30 a.m.,
sack lunch at noon, and crafts
and table games at one p.m.
Junior Tennis Clinic will be
at Murray Country Club at
nine a.m.
West Kentucky Twirling and
Charm Camp will be at
Murray City Park at nine a.m.
Friday, June 11
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Charles Robertson at 1:30
p.m.
Shopping for senior citizen
will be at 9:30 a.m. to Centre
and downtown, and at 12:3
p.m. to Bel Air and downtown
2lievcria/4
HOSPITAL PATIENT
James Collins of Murra)
was dismissed from Lourdei
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Oscar Turner 01










June 1 4- A ugust 2
Call 753-8984
Come on over to our house
for the Ethan Allen
FATHERS BAY
Sale oRfecLrinxeurs inious3Recis:scircatstyles
Early Americans found the wing back chair
very relaxing ... and the wings protected them
from cold drafts. Today central heating takes care of
the drafts And Ethan Allen takes care of the relaxing
Visit our Gallery and see these lovely traditional chairs
that let you rock and recline in fine style Great places to
stretch out after a hectic day. Great selection of fabrics
to choose from. They're all part of the Ethan Allen Winter
Sate. With wonderful values Home Planners to assist





REDUCED 10% TO 30% DURING
THIS SALE!
Values to 289.50 NOW $ 199
Free Delivery Service...
Convenient Credit Terms • • •




l'''OTED HOME El RNISHINGS
ETHAN ALLEN FuliNi TURE
114 NORTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KY.
PHONE 443-6257
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EDITORIAL
E;ditoriais and opinionated articles on this page ore presented fur
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differingopouons letters to the editor in response to editorials andopuuonated aritcles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limitopinionated articles to only those which parrellel the editorialphilosophy of this newspaper would be a dowser's-ice to our readerstherefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand orthe Jdews presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed
Kentucky's Open Meetings Bill
The 1974 Kentucky General
Assembly enacted a law, com-
monly known as the "sunshine
law" or "open meetings bill,"
that is of utmost importance to
every citizen of the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky.
The measure says, in part:
.It is the policy of the Com-
monwealth that the formation
of public policy is public
business and may not be con-
ducted in secret, and;
''...The Legislature finds and
declares that public agencies in
this Commonwealth exist to aid
in the conduct of the public's
business, and;
"...The people of this Com-
monwealth -do not yield their
sovereignty to the agencies
which serve them, the people,
in delegating authority, do not
give their public servants the
right to decide what is good for
the public to know and what is
not good for them to know; the
people insist on remaining in-
formed so they may retain con-
trol over the instruments they
have created."
Being a member of the Four-
th Estate, we wholeheartedly
support this law. The principles
endorsed in this law are fun-
damental, basic rights of the
people of our state.
The law applies to all
meetings by any public agency
within the state. Meetings are
defined as -all gatherings of
every kind, regardless of where
the meeting is held, and
whether regular or special "arid--
information or casual
gatherings held in anticipation
of or in conjunction with a
regular or special meeting."
The law applies to any state
legislative, executive, ad-
ministrativf or advisory board,
cornmissiorh committee, policy
making board of an institution
of education or other state
agency which is created by or
pursuant to statute or executive
order, ( other than judicial or
quasi-judicial bodies); any
county, city, school district,
special purpose district boards,
public commissions, councils,
offices or other municipal cor-
poration or political subdivision
of the state; any committee, ad
hoc committee, subcommittee,
subagency or advisory body of
a public agency which is
created by or pursuant to
statute, executive order, local
ordinance or resolution or other
legislative act, including but
not limited to planning com-
missions, library or park boar-
ds and other boards, corn-
-missions and agencies.
The open meetings bill says
that "all meetings of a quorum
of the members of any public
agency at which any public
business is discussed or at
which any action is taken by
such agency, are declared to be
oublic meetings, open to the
public at all times..."
Certain meetings are ex-
cluded from the law and those
exclusions are specifically
spelled out. Those exclusions
are:
"Deliberations for decisions
, of the Kentucky Parole Board;
"Deliberations on the future
acquisition or sale of real
property by a public agency,
but only when publicity would
be likely to affect the value of a
specific piece of property to be
acquired for public use or sold
by a public agency;
"Discussions of proposed or
pending litigation against or on
behalf of the public agency;




employers and their employees
or their representatives;
"Discussions or hearings
which might lead to the ap-
pointment, discipline or
dismissal of an individual em-
ploye, member or student
without restricting that em-
ploye's, member's or students
right to a public hearing if
requested, provided that this
exception is designed to protect
the reputation of individual per-
sons and shall not be in-
terpreted to permit discussion





"Stpte cabinet meetings and
executive cabinet meetings;
"Committees of the General
Assembly other than standing
committees;
"Meetings which federal or
state law specifically require to
be conducted in privacy;
"Meetings which the Con-
stitution provides shall be held
in secret."
The law also spells out the
requirements that must be met
as a condition for conducting
the closed sessions authorized
in the exclusions. Those
requirements are:
"Notice shall be given in
regular open meeting of the
general nature of the business
to be discussed in closed
session and the reason for the
closed session;
"Closed session may be held
only after a motion is made and
carried by a majority vote in
open, public session;
-No final action may be
taken at a closed session;
"No matters may be
discussed at a closed session
other than those publicly an-
nounced prior to the convening
of the closed session."
The law stipulates that 41
meetings of all public agencies
of this state and any com-
mittees or subcommittees of
those agencies shall be held at
specified times and places
which are convenient to the
public and shall provide for a
schedule of regular meetings
by ordinance, resolution,
bylaws or by whatever other
means may be required for the
conduct of business of that
public agency and the schedule
of regular meetings shall be
made available to the public.
The measure also provides
for special ( not regularly
scheduled) meetings and
stipulates that a special
meeting may be called at any
time by the presiding officer of
the public agency or by a
majority of the members of the
governing body of the public
agency by delivering per-
sonally or by mail written
notice to each member of the
public agency and to each local
newspaper of general cir-
culation, each news service,
and each local radio or
television station which has on
file with the public agency a
written request to be notified of
special meetings.
The notice of a special
meeting "must be delivered
personally or by mail at least
twenty-four ( 24) hours prior to
the time of such meeting as
specified in the notice. If time
does not permit giving twenty-
four (24) hour notice, then
notice that is reasonable under
existing circumstances and is
calculated to inform the public
shall be given to the news
media and the public."
With the exception that
"notice provided for in sub-
section (1) of this section is not
required in the event that a
special meeting is called to deal
with an emergency involving
injury or damage to personal
property or financial loss to a
public agency or the likelihood
or such injury or damage or
financial loss, when the time
requirements of such notice of
such special meeting would
make such notice impractical
and increase the likelihood of
injury or damage or financial
loss; -- -the law stipulates that
''no special meeting shall be
held except in full compliance
with the provisions of sub-
section (1).
Any action taken by a public
agency that meets without
complying with the open
meetings law can be voided by
a court of competent jurisdic-
tion. The circuit courts have
jurisdiction to enforce the pur-
poses of the law by injunction
or other appropriate order upon
application by any citizen of
this state.
The measure also says that
all agencies shall provide
meeting room conditions which
insofar as is feasible allow ef-
fectve public observation of
the public meetings and shall
permit news media coverage
including but not limited to
recording and broadcasting.
The law provides for a fine of
not more than $100 for any per-
son wno knowingly attends a
meeting of any public agency of
which he is a member that is
not held in accordance with the
provisions of the act.
This law is a good law. It is
designed to insure that the
general public knows what is
being done in their behalf in
public agencies.
We support the law and will
do our part to see that the intent
of the law is carried out.
Nation Has Come A
Long Way In 200 Years
By JOHN aThiNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — In terms of
material wealth, yes. this nation has
come a long way in 200 years, from net
national wealth of about $4 billion in
1775 to $5,700 billion in 1975.
This tremendous sum, sly—I-Prof.
John Kendrick, is easier to grasp —
intellectually, that is — when it is
averaged to $26,530 for each man,
woman and child, or $106,000 for a
typical family of four.
Measured by the same dollar — for
comparison purposes, the 1958 dollar
was used to measure the wealth of both
1775 and 1975 — per capita wealth 200
years ago was only $1,550.
Kendrick, professor of economics at
George Washington University, notes in
an article for the Morgan Guaranty
Survey that even though population
grew 90 times, per capita income still
managed a 17-fold increase.
If these figures provide you with a
Bible Thought
Fear not. 0 land; be glad and re-
joke: for the Lord will do great
things. Joel 2:21.
Nations ought to learn to put their
trust in the Lord rather than in their
military might, their political prow-
ess, or their economic endeavors.
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sense of progress in a world you thought
was merely an economic treadmill,
there is even better news coming.
Contrary to a popular notion, the
personal sector of economic society is
enlarging its percentage at the expense
of both the business and government
sectors, Kendrick's study indicates.
In 1925, the personal sector accounted
for 29.5 per cent of gross national
wealth, but in 1975 it had grown to 40.3
per centovinle the  percentage owned
by business dropped from 56.4 to 3'71
In the same period, the percentage of
wealth controlled by the government
rose from 12 to 21.3, but that's not the
latest story. In 1948, following World
War II, the percentage was 29.8.
The remaining 1.2 per cent of wealth
in 1975 came under the category of
foreign assets, which also declined,
from .2.1 per cent in 1925 to an even 2 per
cent in 1948.
The per capita numbers used by
Kendrick relate not only to the direct
holdings of individuals in the personal
sector of the economy, but also their
share of business and public domestic
wealth, plus foreign assets.
Perhaps the most astonishing figures
of all are those that show the tremen-
dous buildup of wealth in the past 20
years or so. In that time net national
wealth has nearly doubled.
All this might not make one cent of
difference in this week's life-style, but
it can nevertheless add to one's sense of
security, and reaffirm a person's belief
that there is, after all, some gain in all
the toil and labor.
There is another reminder also:
Americans adjust very, very quickly
to improved life-styles. Once achieved,
a higher standard of living soon is
obsolescent, and the pursuit of greater
goals convinces the weary toiler that he
just doesn't have anything.
Only when you pause to reflect on the
material progress over a period of
decades do you see the picture clearly.
Like if you went back 20 decades to the
time when you were worth only one-
seventeenth as much as you are now.
I Let's Stay Well
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Garrott's Galley
Only Bob Burke Could Score
As Dramatic a Hole-in-One
By M. C. Garrott
Bob Burke, who chairs the Depart-
ment of History at Murray State, is
having trouble getting his hat on after
scoring the first hole-in-one of his
whole, entire golfing career a few
weeks ago. And, as only Bob could do it,
he did it dramatically—on the fly.
He was on a golfing trip to Tupelo,
Miss., with 12 of his regular playing
companions at the Murray Country
Club when he holed his tee shot on the
12th hole, a par 3, at the Tupelo Country
Club. Considerable difference of
opinion exists regarding the distance of
the hole. Bob contends it was 165-yards
long. The fellows playing with
him—Tim Miller, Jere Stripling, David
Buckingham and Clyde Atkins — are
unanimous in their contention that it
was only 138 yards long.
In any event, Bob used a 5-iron for the
shot, which hit the pin at the hole and
wedged itself into the cup.
Later on in the round, Bob was
marking his ball on a green when
Stripling's ball, the result of a fine
blasting shot from a nearby sand trip,
hit the lanky history professor in the
head. Thankful that it hadn't hit him
somewhere where it would have hurt
him, Jere noted he was just getting
back at Burke for hitting him in the
back with a shot on the same course a
year ago.
The group makes the trip regularly to
Tupelo every year for a few days of
warm weather golf before the season
breaks in Murray. Those on the trip this
year, other than the ones mentioned,
included Chad Stewart, Jerry Grogan,
Joe Rexroat, Graves Morris, Buddy
Buckingham, Jack Shell,, George
Oakley and the 13th, Richard Knight.
They are treated royally at the
Tupelo club, and when Burke reached
the clubhouse after scoring his ace,
the pro already had the word and was
waiting with all the necessary forms for
him to sign and send in for all the
goodies which come in the wake of such
an accomplishment from all the golf
equipment manufacturers.
-
Except for a few misguided souls like
Dave Franklin, most of the baseball
fans around this part of the country are
still faithful followers of the St. Louis
Cardinals like Donald Crawford and G.
B. Jones down at the post office.
With this thought, I share with you a
little story about the Cardinals of the
old days and which was passed along to
me the other day by a good friend of
mine of many years and my former
boss in St. Louis. It appeared in a
publication which had recently crossed
his desk. Apparently, the Cardinals at
the time weren't hitting much better
than they are now for the story goes
something like this:
Hugh Roy Cullen, the late Houston
billionaire, played sandlot baseball
while growing up- in San Antonio and
developed a love for the game that
lasted throughout his life. He was an
impatient fan, however, and despised
sitting through a game if the action was
slow.
Once while watching his favorite
team, the Cardinals, play the New York
Giants, Cullen was bored by the
inactivity of the Redbirds. At the end of
the eighth inning, with the Giants ahead
by six runs, he could stand it no longer.
He left his seat, walked to the Cardinal
dugout and spoke to the players.
"You've got one more time at bat."
he said. "I'll give $1,000 to every man
who gets a hit in this last inning. It's
$1,000 a hit and no limit."
His offer cost Cullen nothing. The
first three Cardinals to come up to bat
struck out.
+ +
Murray State Basketball Coach Fred
Overton had a great experience the
other day: He attended the morning
worship service in Marble Collegiate
Church in New York and got to meet
and visit with Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale briefly following the service.
Fred had been in Trenton, N. J.,
which is within the shadows of New
York's skyscrapers, signing up a 5' 10"
high school guard by the name of Lenny
Barber to come to Murray and play
basketball next season. In the past two
games, Barber's team had won 56 and
lost only nine games, and at times was
rand No. 1 in the state.
OW previous trips to New York
recruiting, Fred has often attended
services at Marble Collegiate whenever
he had the opportunity, but he had
never dreamed of getting to meet Dr.
Peale personally. However, this time,
he just happened to be sitting next to a
lady who turned out to be a member of
Dr. Peale's staff.
Fred didnt' know this when he
remarked to her how much he would
like to meet the famous minister to
which she replied, "Let me see if I can
arrange it for you." She left only to
return in a few minutes and beckoned to
Fred to follow her.
He was ushered into a reception area
in another part of the church where he
was introduced to Dr. Peale and his
wife and spent five minutes or so
visiting with him.
"1 have always admired him and
read just about everything he ever
wrote," Fred said, "but I never thought
I would get a chance to meet him. Why,
it's just like getting in to see the Pope to
get in to see him—at least I thought so.
He's 77 years old now—the same age as
my dad—and he looks great. He's truly'
a dynamic person, and he's always
been my kind of guy."
10 Years Ago
Murray and Calloway County was
struck with heavy rain and wind last
night starting just after seven o'clock.
The storm was preceded with terrific
lightning and thundering. A portion of
the northeast section of the city was
without electricity for about hours
when a circuit was knocked out.
A contract for surfacing of the
Coldwater-Salem Church Road and for
the Jim Scott Road in Calloway County
has been awarded by_the Kentucky
Highway Department.
Some nine hundred Kentucky Future
Homemakers of America are in
Murray this week for the state con-
vention being held at Murray State
University.
Miss Carolyn Craig, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Craig of Hazel Route
Two, is the Calloway County Dairy
Princess.
Two bands will be featured at the
Charity Ball to be held June 10 at the
Student Union Ballroom, Murray State
University.
20 Years Ago
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, will visit nine European
countries this summer to study the
problems manufacturers abroad are
encountering in connection with the
importation of U. S. dark tobacco.
The state wide eliminations for
Jaycees' safe driving program, Teen
Age-Road-E-0, will be held in Murray
on June 9,
Karl Warming, administrator of the
Murray Hospital, said that the public
would benefit greatly by the hospital's
receiving the provisional accreditation
by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals.
Army Specialist Third Class Robert
S. Cole is serving with the Army in
Orleans, France.
Miss Lanette Howard and Billy
Payne Thurman were married May 31
at the Church of Christ, Calvert City.
Swimming Pool Safety.
As warmer weather ap-
proaches. a few safety sugges-
tions with regard to swimming
are in order.
Last year an estimated 56.000
persons required emergency
room treatment for injuries as-
sociated with swimming pooh.
swimming pool slides and diving
boards
Every pool should have safety
which should be strictly en-
forced. They should include
I Confining toie of the pool to
specified hours
2. Supervising swimmers.
especially children No one
should be permitted to swim
alone in case help is needed. On
the other hand, avoid over-
crowding
3 Prohibiting "horseplay" and
running about the pool
4 Keeping the area about the
By FJ.L Blmatgarne. M
pool free of debris. (hairs, tank-.
clothing. racbos and TVs should
not be allowed near the pool.
5. Seeing that no eiecthcal
wires (extension cords. etc.) are
in pool area. Electrical shocks
can be highly dangerous, even
fatal. All wiring should be done
by electricians and in accor-
dance with safety standards.
Diving injuries are common
and poterittally dangerous Be
certain that the water is deep
enough for diving. A broken
neck. fractured skull, paralysis
or even death can result from
striking a shallow bottom Inj-
uries can occur from hitting the
diving board. the edge of the
pool, or another swimmer Be
sure that all 'is clear before you
dive.
Swimming pool ri lits should
be typed out andivisted in an ob-
vious place for all persons to see
Children intro are too voung
read should have the rules es•
plamed clearly to thern Be cer-
tain that they inderstand and
agree to follow them Educator
can promote safely
Finally. it is well to have plan-
ned iilead of time how swim-
ming and diving accidents are to
be handled in case one occurs
Dtsetm; and plan first ad for inj-
uries If help is needed, decide
whether the fire department.
police, an ambulance service, or
your phroctan wsil he called
How far *way is the nearist
hospital' Consideration of such
items has educational as well as
safety value Prompt. apprrprt•
ate handling of swimming pant
inturleV fraY lessen their
damage and mav even VIVI` a
life
Q Mr NI.-wants to know the
relationship between calories
and pounds of weight How last
are calories used up in jogging?
A 3.500 calories equal about
one pound of weight. As far as
food is concerned, if you reduce
your diet by 500 calories each
day for seven days. you will lose
me pound (7 x 300w 3.500) Jog-
ging burrts up about 15 calories
per minute
Q Mrs B.J. inquires whether is
baby will become nervous from
going to sleep under noisy.
rather than quiet. conditions
A Usual household noises
seldom disturb most normal
babies They often Mimi even
better than adults Such oasts
have not been shown to bring on
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Owners Of Four ABA Clubs
Willing To Pay Merger Price
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK IAP) —
Owners of four American
Basketball Association
franchises say they are willing
to pay the price, steep though
it may be, to join the National
Basketball Association and
end the often heated, nine-
year-old rivalry of the two pro
leagues.
Heads of the ABA's Denver,
New York, Indiana and San
Antonio franchises have
decided that if they get the
opportunity, they will agree to
an initiation fee of $4.5 million
apiece to join the NBA.
But that $4.5 million is just
the beginning. High ABA
'sources estimate that it could
cost a franchise anywhere
from $6.5 million to $8 million
to get into the NBA. And for
the New York Mets, who
would almost certainly have
to pay a territorial indemnity
to the NBA's New York
Knicks, it could run as high as
$12 million.
For the owners of the Iwo
other ABA franchises, Ken-
tucky and St. Louis, those
figures were simply too high.
Those two clubs have
agreed to bow out of the
picture on one condition —
that the remaining four ABA
teams by out their fran-
chises. It was not clear
whether the other clubs had
agreed to do so at their
meeting in Chicago which
ended Monday, although if
that were the only thing
holding up a merger they
undoubtedly would.
Such action would remove
one major stumbling block to
consolidation of the rival
leagues. Though no formal
offer was made, the NBA's
expansion committee, at an
inter-league meeting May 28,
laid the groundwork for future
negotiation by suggesting that
the senior circuit might be
willing to accept four ABA
teams at $4.5 million tier.
The immediate problem
was that the ABA had six
clubs — what to do about the
other two?
That has apprently been
resolved by the cost factor.
The reason Kentucky — and
the owners of the St. Louis
club, which had been slated to
be moved to Utah — declined
is money.
John Y. Brown, outspoken
president of the ABA and
husband of Ellie, owner of the
Colonels, said the price for
joining the NBA "was totally
unrealistic. They priced
Louisville out of the market.
Somewhere in pro sports,
rational reason is going to
have to take its place."
The money is also a big
windfall, if you look at it from
the other side. The $4.5 million
initiation fee for the four in-
coming teams breaks down to
an even $1 million for each of
the existing 18 NBA clubs.
There there's the TV money.
When the NBA signed a new
four-year contract with CBS
last month, the network
agreed to pay the league a
total of $43 million, plus and
additional $4.9 million should
the league add four more
teams — thus creating extra
television markets and
making the NBA a more at-
tractive proposition for ad-
vertisers.
Sources indicate that one
provision of the consolidation
would be that the ex-ABA
teams would not share in
television revenue for the first
few years.
Signs Scholarship
DAVIDSON, N. C. (AP) —
Tim Bowker, a 6-foot-9 high
school center from Riverside,
N.J., has signed a grant-in-aid
with Davidson College,
Davidson coach Dave Prit-
chett said Monday.
THE RACE IS ON — Keith Edwards takes off down the first base line after topping the boll out
in front of the plate. Edwards wound up safe on first but his team the Orioles, lost 6-1 to the In
diens in Pony League ploy.
Stet Movies In Ma. trumelon
Parish Expected To
Go High In NBA Draft
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API -
Today's National Basketball
Association draft had a great
effect on last week's United
States Olympic basketball
trials.
Robert Parish of Centenar
and Leon Douglas of
Alabama, both certain first-
round choices in the NBA
draft, pulled out of the trials
because they feared
damaging their chances at pro
contracts. They felt an injury
or bad showing during the
trials or Games could have
11111111111111G
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Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle...the biggest
Pepsi of them all!
The Boss" saves you trips to the store.
he Boss" lets you bring home two
quarts of Pepsi in one easy-to-grip
bottle
"The Boss" saves you storage space.
Bringing home"The Boss" means
you'll use up less room in your
refrigerator or pantry. This handy giant
takes up less space than five cans or
two quart bottles.
The Boss-saves that Pepsi-Cola
sparkle.
The resealable cap on "The Boss"
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servings sparkling fresh for as long
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punishment for the attempted
. illegal signing of George
McGinnis last year.
The 18 NBA teams were to
draft for 10 rounds.
BOTT1 ,E15 BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO., PADUCAH. KY. UNDER APPoresiti•ill Mkt PepsiCo., INC., PURCHASE, N.Y.
been devastating.
But two other sure first-
round picks, All Americans
Scott May of Indiana and
Adrian • Dantley of Notre
Dame, tried out and made the
Olympic team with no concern
about the draft.
"I'm not here to impress the
pros," said May, college
basketball's player of the
year. "My value won't
change. What does the
Olympics decide compared to
what I've done for the last four
years?"
Dantly, who did not with-
draw his name from the
hardship draft list, agreed.
"I know a lot of guys
dropped out because they
didn't want to get hurt," he
said. -But you don't play the
same here as you do during
the season. There's much
more of a team concept."
Others expected to go early
in the draft but missing from
the Olympic trials were UCLA
teammates Richard
Washington and Marques
Johnson, both hardship cases,
and guard John Lucas of
Maryland.
The hardship players had
until 5 p. m. EDT Monday to
withdraw their names from
draft consideration. Among
those who pulled back and
decided to remain in college
were Bo Ellis of Marquette,
Bernard King -of -Tennessee,
Tree Rollins of Clemson, and
Rickey Green of Michigan.
Houston owned the first
choice in today's draft,
acquiring it from Atlanta
Monday along with center
Dwight Jones in exchange for
center Joe Meriweather,
guard Gus Bailey and the
Rockets' first-round pick.
Until that deal was made,
Atlanta had been expected to
'go for Parish to solve the
team's problem at center. But
the switch of draft slots with
the Rockets left the Hawks
with the ninth choice in the
opening round and it was
unlikely that Parish, a can't-
miss prospect, would last that
long.
Houston said it would Lake
Lucas as the No. 1 pick in the
draft. Lucas scored a school
record 2,015 points in his four-
year collegiate career,
averaging 18.3 points a game.
After Houston opened the
draft, Chicago picked next.
The Bulls were followed in





which had two consecutive
first-round picks, Cleveland,
Boston and Golden State.
Three teams, New Orleans,
Los Angeles and New York,
went into the draft without
first-round choices unless last-
minute deals were made. New
Orleans and Los Angeles had
traded their choices away
previously and New York's




Franulovic of Yugoslavia 6-2,
6-2, 7-6, 6-3 to move on to the
quarter-finals of the French
Open Tennis Tournament.
BECKENHAM, England —
Jimmy Connors routed Dave
Schneider of South Africa 6-1,
).-2 in the opening-round action
in the Kent Tennis Cham-
pionships.
Warning. The Surgeon General Has
Determined That Cigarette Smoking
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Brown Says ABA Death Talk
May Be 'A Little Premature'
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -
John Y. Brown Jr., president
of the American Basketball
Association, said Monday
night that talk of the death of
the league still may be "a
little premature."
Brown, whose wife, Ellie, is
majority owner of the Ken-
tucky Colonels, admitted the
end appears in sight for the
ABA and for the Colonels,
Kentucky's only professional
athletic team.
But he noted that the
National Basketball
Association still must decide
to accept four ABA teams that
want to pay $4.5 million each
to join the older league.
And the NBA, he pointed
out, has "an awful hard time
agreeing on anything."
Brown criticized ABA
negotiators for agreeing to a
$4.5 million price tag.
114
He said the four teams will
haye to pay an additional $2.5
million each to buy out the two
remaining ABA teams and
pay other expenses connected
with folding the league.
If money is "thrown
around" in that manner, he
said, professional basketball
eventually will be limited to
only a few major markets in
the nation.
The NBA meets June 14-15
at Hyannis, Mass. The
decision to take in the four
ABA teams will have to be
accepted by 14 of the 18 NBA
team owners.
The ABA's Denver Nuggets,
New York Nets,onlisliana
Pacers and San Ant purs
agreed in a meeting Monday
in Chicago to offer the $4.5
million each.
Brown didn't reach for his
checkbook, though, and
neither did J. Bruce Miller, an
attorney who is trying to
' 44 46.46 44 4" 4
4gr:
,
SAFELY Steve Gough ea thS Call League Giants
prepares to slide as he steals sips. Covering the bag is
Malgley of the Pirates:
syndicate the Colonels.
Miller has been trying to get
local investors to put up $1.5
million to buy the team from
the Browns, but has obtained
commitments for only about
half that so far.
Brown said after he
returned from Chicago
Monday night that he and
Miller agreed the cost of
joining the NBA would be
"way out of line as far as what
a town the size of Louisville
can afford."
He said the syndication
effort will be "put on the shelf
for the time being until we
'know the outcome."
If the NBA takes in the four
ABA teams, the teams left out
in the cold - the Colonels and
the Spirits of St. Louis - will be
bought up and their players
distributed.
Arrangements for that,
Brown said, would be made at
the ABA meeting June 23 at
Salt Lake City.
If that happens, he said,
"they're going to find out that
the NBA is no panacea.
They've got basically the
same financial problems the
ABA has.
At the meeting, Brown said,
"as far as I was concerned,
they ( the four teams) have
been talking about it all year,
they've been willing to pay a
pretty high price, so let them
go ahead and get it out of their
systems."
"Let them do it and see how
it works out. I think they're
making a big mistake, and I
told them so. They'll have to
have a full house every night
and still lose money," he said.
Brown hoped when he went
to Chicago that the other ABA
team owners would be upset
about the high NBA admission
price - upset enough to keep
the ABA intact and perhaps
even syndicate a television
network to better compete
with the older league finan-
cially.
Now that the four teams
have offered to pay the price,
the only slim hope for the ABA
is that the NBA won't accept.
Brown said.
Umbarger's Departure From
Bullpen Has Helped Rangers
By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE ( AP) — When
Frank Lucchesi replaced Billy
Martin as manager of the
stumbling Texas Rangers last
July 21, he was able to ex-
periment while evaluating the
club for the remainder of the
season.






The Rangers, expected to
challange Oakland in the
American League's Western
Division, had a 44-51 record
when Martin departed.
Lucchesi had little to lose by
making changes.
One of the moves was to
take rookie pitcher Jim
Umbarger out of the bullpen
and make him a starter.
Lucchesi's reasoning may not
have come from the
managerial handbook, but so
far its worked.
Umbarger relieved 44 times
last season, but his last eight
appearances were starts and
he won the last four to finish at
8-7. This year, pmbarger has
been strictly a starter, and he
is 6-4 after beating the
Baltimore Orioles 6-4 Monday
night with ninth-inning relief
help from Steve Foucault. -
Against the Orioles, he took
a 6-2 lead into the ninth inning
after scattering seven hits
including a solo home run by
R nrout‘HinuikvRnR
HOW TO ADMINISTER
EYE DROPS TO CHILDREN
It is sometimes a difficult task to administer eye
drops or other opthalOnic preparations to children.
This is especial!, so when it has to be done without
assistance. Recent's a new method has been
developed.
lhe paritnt sits on the II  or a flat surface. The
child's head is placed firmly between the parents
thighs The parent then crosses his her legs over the
child's 10.er trunk and legs In this manner, the
parent's hands remain free to open the child. eye lids
and administer the medisation.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
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Bobby Grich in the eighth.
But after Baltimore loaded
the bases on a fielding error
by Texas shortstop Toby
Harrah, a single by Ken
Singleton and a walk,
Umbarger was replaced by
Foucault, an old nemesis of
the Orioles.
Pinch hitter Tony Muser
fouled out on the first pitch
and then after Mark Belanger
singled for two unearned runs,
Grich fanned while bidding for
his fourth hit and the slumping
Orioles lost for the seventh
time in nine starts.
Texas rapped out 12 hits off
Ross Grimsley, 1-4, and Mike
Cuellar, who made his first
relief appearance in eight
years with Baltimore.
Royals 10, Tigers 0
Frank White drove in five
runs with a single and a triple
and Hal McRae had four hits,
including a homer, as Kansas
City maintained its 2 -game
lead over Texas in the AL
West. Steve Busby, 2-1, got the
win with relief help from Mark




homer and Larry lisle's two-
run single helped Minnesota
send Cleveland down to its
fifth loss in its last six games.
Dave Goltz, 6-2, scattered nine
hits for the victory. Rick
Waits, 0-1, was the loser.
"It's awfully uncertain," he
said. "The NBA's had an
awful hard time agreeing on
anything. It took them four
years to agree on a com-
missioner.
-The other owners are
taking a big risk exposing
themselves this way," Brown
said. "I said to them, 'What in
the world are you all making
application to the NBA for?
Why don't you let them come
to you?'"
If the four teams were
rebuffed, Brown said, "they
might come back ready to
build a rival league.
"They'd come home with
their tails between their legs,"
he said. "Maybe they'd have
the initiative to build a better
league.
"The ABA has the five or six
best teams in professional
basketball, and until further
notice, there are still six
teams in the ABA. All we've
done is say the four teams can
go ahead and apply," he said.
The NBA's response, he
said, will "set the record
straight as far as the ABA is
concerned."
If the NBA takes the four
ABA teams, he said, the
remaining two teams will
receive $3 million each. In that
case Miller's efforts to syn-
dicate the Colonels will end
and the Browns will receive
the $3 million, he said.
"The syndicate agreed to
this. We said our first
obligation was to the syn-
dicate, but Bruce Miller did
not want to commit himself
for the amount the NBA is
asking so we agreed to go on
and take the money. He drew
up the contract," Brown said.
-It's sad that we can't
continue it here because it's
one of the best four or five
teams," he said. "I would like
to have seen the team justified
in staying here in Lousiville,
but it's untenable for a town as
small as Louisville to pay the
price, and it would not be
practical for the syndicate.
-It doesn't make any sense
for a town this size when it
gets to the point where they're
talking about $6 million or $7
million to have a franchise
here," he said. "It
professional basketball) has
just priced itself out of the
market.
-At this rate you'll wind up
with only major cities able to
afford teams," he said.
-There are only two in the
United States right now - Los
Angeles and New York. Those
are the only two economically
sound teams in the NBA.
-Owners are going to have
to wake up and realize that
this is a public entity.. the way
they throw money around is a
bad example. They're nice
people, but somewhere along
the line these owners are
going to have to come to their
senses," he said.
-It's an endurance race just
staying in business .the way
pro sports is going now."
%I 
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Bannister Expected To
Be Top Pick In Draft
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK API—One of
the fastest ways to burst the
bubble of a blue-chip
professional baseball prospect
is to send him directly to the
major leagues. At least, that's
what a brief trip through the
record books seems to show.
The Houston Astros, who
lead off the 12th annual
summer free agent draft
today, were expected to select
Floyd Bannister, a hard-
throwing left-hander with an
18-1 record this season for
Arizona State University.
The Astros say their
philosophy is not to allow a
hot prospect to bypass the
minor leagues and jump
directly to a major league
roster, contending that the
move could damage a young
man's confidence and career.
Since the free agent draft
was instituted in 1965, six
players have been im-
mediately fitted for a big
league uniform. None has
seemed to profit from the
experience.
One of those players, pitcher
Eddie Bane, was whisked
Exam Arizona State to the
Minnesota Twins. The sudden
promotion went against the
wishes of Jim Brock, his
college coach.
"I never thought he should
go right up," said Brock of his
curveballing ace in 1973. "He
had to use cunning and finesse
because his fastball was more
than just a little bit short. It
worked in college but then he
had to do the same thing there
in the major leagues, and it
didn't work right away.
"But Floyd is a different
case," Brock said. "I'm sure
he can handle that major
league elevation right now.
"He's had tremendous
pressure here in Arizona with
the constant press attention
and all the agents who have
called him.
"My advice to the club that
drafts him would be to take
him right up. Not as the top
man, but as No. 6 or 7 man on
a 10-man staff."
Bannister, a junior from
Seattle who will be 21 Thur-
sday - the last scheduled day
of the draft -started 20 games,
completed 15 and had a 1.35
earned-run average in 167
innings this season.
He chalked up 195 strikeouts
this season, tops in the nation,
and will be on the mound
Saturday night when Arizona
State begins play in the
College World Series.
"He's got great command of
three pitches," said Brock.
"His fastball is over-
powering, and he only goes to
it now when he has to. His
curveball is very good and his
changeup is awesome.
"He's very intelligent and
works harder than any kid
I've ever had."
PLACE-HITTING — Scott Hill of the Pony League Orioles reaches to the outside for his pitch in
action Monday night. Hill singled to account for one of the two Oriole hits.
There were a total of ten
games played in the Murray
Baseball Association last
night. Two of the Little League
games were not reaorted,
because the scorebook was not
made available.
Twin catcher John Paul
Blair caught three foul tips but
the Twins were downed by the
Pirates 21-17 in the Park
League. In the other game, the
Yanks smashed the Reds 26-
15.
In the Kentucky League, the
Twins put together a ten-run
scoring drive to down the
Pirates 14-6. In the second
action, the Yanks popped the
Reds 13-8.
The Pony League found the
Indians over the Orioles 6-1
and in the second game the
Phils overcame the Astros 18-
13.
In the Colt League action,
Bob Thurman struck out 13
batters to pace the Tigers over
the Braves 11-0. In the other
game, the Giants smeared the
Pirates 20-8.
PARK LEAGE
Bobby Peebles doubled for
the Pirates to pace the hitting
,atakc as the Pirates toppled
the Twins. Phillip
Weathington, Paul Griffin,
David Thorn and Mitch
Cauley all singled for the
winners.
Mark Miller had two
doubles and Mike Rodgers had
a double and a single to lead
the hitting for the losers.
In the other game, the
Yanks had six hits in their win
over the Reds. Chip Adkins,
Jimmy Kelly, Robert
Hopkins, Mike Garland, Joy
Thompson and Walter Bunnell
all singled for the winners.
Harrell Workman doubled
for the losers to lead the hit-
ting.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Jimmy West was the win-
ning pitcher for the Yanks
with five strikeouts. The
Yanks could only manage two
hits against seven for the
Reds.
Rusty Wright was the losing
pitcher striking out eight.
In the other action, the
Twins were trailing in the
fourth inning when they put
together a total of eight hits
and ten runs to come out on
top of the Pirates 14-6. Harry
Weatherly was credited with
the win, striking out 11 bat-
ters.
Kevin Richerson took the
loss for the Pirates, striking
out eight batters.
PONY LEAGUE
The Indians came up with
one run in the sixth and four in
the seventh to take care of the
Orioles 6-1. Timmy Graham
was the winning pitcher,
striking out six batters. Nicky
Swfit hit a double and a single
while teammates Bill Ber-
berich and Robert Santagado
each got a hit.
Keith Edwards took the
pitching loss for the Orioles,
striking out ten batters.
Scottie Hill and George Bell
each singled for the losers.
In the second contest the
Phils came out on top of a
seesaw game in which the lead
changed three times.
Eddie Rhodes took the win
for the Phils, striking out eight
batters. Rogers had a triple
and a double to pace the of-
fensive attack. Both
McCuiston and Rhodes had a
double and a single while
teammate Ray had a double.
Erwin was the losing pit-
cher, striking out three bat-
ters. Milton, Rose, Ftequarth,
Rogers and Denham all had
singles for the losers.
COLT LEAGUE
The Tigers handed the




Junior golf at the Murray
Country Club will open at 9 a.
m. Thursday.
Kicking off the junior golf
season will be a clinic Thur-
sday morning to be taught by
Lee Stewart and Al Jones.
Junior golf is open to all
members through high school.
There will be a charge of 25
cents.
For further information,
contact Mary Ellen Contri at
753-8256.
;Staff Pastas by Magri Brandon)
season, blanking them 11-0.
Bob Thurman pitched
another excellent game,
striking out 13 while walking
only two. Thurman had four
RBIs on two hits to pace the
offensive attack. Terry Gibson
had two hits and Stan Tharpe
had one.
Kim Sims took the loss for
the Braves. Sims, Brad Taylor
and Dean Cherry each had a
hit for the losers.
In the other action, Nahtan
Knoth hit a three RBI triple
and accounted for two more
runs to lead the hitting attack
for the Giants. Ronnie Gibson
accounted for three RBIs in
two hits and John Denham had
two hits. Thomas Kendall
came up with three hits while
teammates Steve Gough and
Mark Hendon had two hits
apeice.
For the losing Pirates, Mike
Kurz and Robert Whitmer had
two hits each as did Eric
Story. Mickey Spann singled
for the losers.
Team Being Sued
DENVER (AP) — The city
of Denver has filed a $9,999
suit in Denver District Court
to collect an alleged final rent
debt left by the now-defunct
Denver Spurs hockey team.
The suit filed Monday
claims the Spurs of the World
Hockey League still owe the
city $9,999 for rent on
McNichols Sports Arena from
Dec. 1, 1975, until the contract
was terminated on April 4,
1976.
The financially troubled
team left Denver in the mi-
ddle of the season for Ottawa,




Clarke of the Philadelphia
Flyers was named winner for
the second straight season of
the Hart Trophy as the
National Hockey League's
most vala uable player.
v' All Weather Charter
v Air Rentals
y Flight Training Air Ambulance
No.
Thorobred Flying Service. Inc.









Now Open in Murray
711 Main St. — In The White House
Air 'Trips, Cruises, Tours, Groups, Car Rentals. Hot
Motels, etc
ICI (harp* For Nor Sorvi(r,
To Go lust Dial 753-4646
Go-Go
GENERAL REVENUE SHARING PLANNED USE REPORT
General Revenue Sharing provides federal fundS directly to local and state governments This report of your government's plan is publishedto encourage citizen participation in determining your government s decision on how the money will be spent. Note. Any complaints ofdiscrimination in the use of these funds may be sent to
the Office of Revenue Sharing, Wash., D.C. 20226
PANNED EXPENDITURES
(A) CATEGORIES (B) CAPITAL (C) OPERAlltitd /
MAINTENANCE






























ANTICIPATING A GENERAL REVENUE
SHARING RAYMENT OF 151 .179
FOR THE SEVENTH ENTITLEMENT PERIOD. JULY 1, 1976 THROUGH
DECEMBER 31. 1976. PLANS TO SPEND THESE FUNDS FOR THE PURPOSESSHOWN




MURRAY t<ENTUCKY 4207 1
283
(0) Submit proposals for funding consideratiOn by June 24 , 1976
to City Clerk  A copy of this report. andsupporting Clocuments, are open for public scrutiny
,  City Hall Building, Murray. Kentucky 
(E) ASSURANCES (Relay to instruction El I assure the Secretary otatie Trgesurythat the non-discrimin n a • other statutory requirements listed in Pert E ofthe instru ions acco nyi 9 report will be complied with by this recipientgosln in with res...' to en tlement funds wooed Now°,
Signature of Chief xeoutive Officer
ohn  I. Scott Mayor
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Stars In French Open
By JOHN VINOCUR
Associated Press Writer
PARIS t AP )—Tennis' East
wind, the one that blows
winners westward from the
lands of borscht and goulash,
has carried two new names to
this side of the Danube.
There's a Fibak and a
Taroczy, both lean and good
and young, and doing what
they can at the French Open
Tennis Tournament to set
names like Kodes and Nastase
in the back seat.
Balazs Taroczy, a 22-year-
old Hungarian who eliminated
Czechoslovakia's Jan Kodes
Sunday, plays Arthur Ashe
today.
Wojtek Fibak, the 23-year-
old Pole regarded as Europe's
most improved player, also is
in action picking up a match
against Eddie Dibbs that was
'called because of darkness
Monday after they split sets,
Dibbs winning the first 7-6 and
then losing 7-5.
Taroczy, whose father is an
architect and a member of
what passes for the privileged
classes in Hungary, is a
student in his third year of
political science. He doesn't
play enough now to be well
known, but his graceful, calm
style and tough backhand
helped Hungary to win the
European Nations Cup last
year.
His problem is that his
physical condition is not
perfect, and that he could use
more muscle.
Fibak is the biggest thing
ever to- hit Polish tennis,
winning the Stockholm title
after victories over Nastase
and Guillermo Vilas of
Wranglers Club
Plans Wort( Night
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a work night on
Thursday, June 10, at the
riding rink. Persons should
come any time after six p.m.
Weather permitting, the
club will ride Friday night,
June 11.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers rite be, net
received their been,
delivered copy cd The
Murry! lashow L Tinto% by
5 30 p m. fliendev-Eildvsy
by 3 34:, p.m. om Satin-drys
we yr,* to coll 753-1916
betw000 5:30 p.a. mml •
p.m. Maw* -Friday, a
3 X p" end 4 p.m. Satyr-
ppys .0 in's, • !isn't,/ Of
'Oft "0 1"11SOSS, Cons +mat
bo socod by 6 0 week-
doy y, 4 p 590urtkro II to
quarerrtet aoirver,
Argentina, taking out Bjorn
Borg in Monte Carlo, and
Manuel Orantes in the British)
Hardcourt final.
He won the World Cham-
pionship Tennis doubles title
in Kansas City with Karl
Meiler of West Germany, and
then to show his age, lost to a
middling French player,
Patrice Dominguez, in his last
tournament in Duesseldorf.
Dibbs beat him once, in the
only match they played.
''Nobody ever heard of
tennis in Poland before I
started," Fibak said.
"Everyone in Poland is proud
of me."
Like Taroczy, Fibak is no
kid off the socialist streets.
His father is a surgeon and he
went, to law school.
Tennis, he says candidly
provides him with money, a
lot of it, and a rare kind of
independence.
"You don't have to do what
somebody tells you do," he
says.
TWO-HITTER -- Timmy Graham of the Pony League Indians
threw a two-hitter as his club defeated the Orioles 6-1 Monday
night Qt the new Murray -Calloway County Park. Graham picked
up six strikeouts along the may




The Pittsburgh Pirates and
the Cincinnati Reds put on a
home run hitting contest
before a regional television
audience Monday night and
the early reviews were mixed.
The Pirates came out on top
5-4, so the 16,001 fans at Three
Rivers Stadium loved it. So
did Richie Zisk because his
pinch homer in the eighth, the
seventh solo home run of the
night, was the decisive blow.
"It looked like a driving
range," said Zisk. "It was
spectacular, an exciting
game."
Pirate starter Bruce Kison-
enjoyed some of it.
"It was really fun when we
were doing it to them," said
Kison. "But it wasn't so much
fun when they reversed it on
me."
And Cincinnati manager
Sparky Anderson didn't like it
at all.
"It was dull," grumbled
Anderson, "They're all dull
when you lose."
Elsewhere in the National
League, Philadelphia trim-
med Los Angeles 8-6, San
Diego dumped the New York
Mets 5-1 and St. Louis edged
Houston 7-6.
Pittsburgh didn't get a hit
Monday night until the fifth




ONLY ONE PENNY PER I.00
GOOD VWEE.







get one until the sixth. The
Pirates stole a run in the sixth
when Frank Taveras singled,
stole second and .came all the
way home on throwing
errors by Reds' catcher Bill
Plummer and center fielder
Cesar Geronimo.
Then balls started jumping
into the seats. Joe Morgan
ended Kison's no-hitter with a
lead-off homer in the seventh.
The Pirates countered on
round-trippers by Al Oliver,
Willie Stargell and Bill
Robinson off Jack Billingham
in their half of the seventh to
go ahead 4-1.
Not to be outdone, Cin-
cinnati struck back in the
eigh4L; to tie it 4-4. Morgan
clouted his second homer of
the night, Pete Rose hit one
and the Reds picked up
another run when Tony Perez
scored from first base as
Pittsburgh right fielder Dave
Parker misplayed George
Foster's single.
Then Zisk settled matters
with his drive off Reds'
reliever Will McEnaney in. the
eighth. The seven home runs
tied the major league record
for most solo homers in a nine-
inning game.
Phillies 8, Dodgers 6
Larry Bowa's tie-breaking
single in the sixth off reliever
Charlie Hough, 7-1, helped the
Phils win their 16th road game
in 20 tries. greg Luzinski and
Dick Allen clubbed two-run
homers off Rick Rhoden in the
first inning but the Dodgers
came back in their half of the
first On Ron Cey's grand slam
homer off Ron Reed.
Padres 5, Mets 1
Dave Wipfield's three-run
homer, his ilinth of the season,
and Alan Foster's four-hit
pitching carried San Diego to
its third straight victory. It
was Foster's first win since
last June. Craig Swan, 2-6,
took the loss.
Cardinals '7, Astros 6
St. Louis battered Houston
knuckleballer Joe Niekro for
five runs in the first inning and
held on behind a clutch relief
performance by Al Hrabosky
for the victory. Singles by Lou
Brock, Willie Crawford and
Mike Tyson, a double by
Hector Cruz and an error by
Niekro accounted for the
Card's outburst. Cliff Johnson
hit. a two-run homer for
Houston.
Olympic Construction
Site Moving Along Well
By KAROL STONGER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Olympic venues will be of-
ficially turned over to Mon-
treal organizers on Sunday, a
week late, but better than not
at all. And there was a time,
612 months ago, when not at
all was a real possibility.
"We were very close to
feeling it couldn't be done
when we took over in
November," Dr. Victor
Goldbloom. Quebec's minister
of municipal affairs, said of
construction woes surroun-
ding the July 17-Aug. 1
Summer Games.
Although costs have
rocketed — they now are
approaching the $1.5 billion
mark — the final phase is at
hand. Construction has
reached a point where the
Olympic Stadium, Olympic
Village, swimming pool and
velodrome can be turned over
to the organizing committee,
which is directly responsible
to the International Olympic
Committee.
In ceremonies on Sunday.
the Olympic Installations
Board, conceived to complete
the job that some people
thought Montreal and
Olympic organizers were
bungling, will have finished its
work.
''I'm relieved," said
Goldbloom at a Monday news
conference. "After Sunday
won't have anything to do with
it."
Now that the estimates have
just about peaked and the
plans have been drawn for
paying the bills, Goldbloom
looked to the future of the
facilities.
Of the latest $1.4 million cost
estimate, there will be a $1
billion deficit. Goldbloom said
$200 million would be ab-
sorbed through long-term
loans by the city, $350 million
through a recently-approved
federal lottery program and
$450 million by the province of
Quebec through long-term
loans and a recently-imposed
cigarette tax.
Alo of which, he says, is
better than quitting.
Two-On-Two Tourney To
Be Held At City Park
Northwestern Mutual, in conjunction with the Stunmer
Olympic Games, will sponsor a "Two-on-Two" basketball
tournament beginning June 19 at the Murray City Park.
The tourney will be open only to men who are 18 years of
age and older.
Entries for the tourney may be picked up at the City
Park, Dennison-Hunt or at Northwestern Mutual's Office.
Both the champion and second-place teams will receive
a trophy from Dennison Hunt
David Travis, who is charge of the tourney, said it 41
probably be single elimination format.
The first team to score 20 points two points per basket
and possession exchange ) will be the winner.
All entry forms must be in by June 17.
For further infomiation, contact Travis at his office at





Life: A World Of Tough Decisions
No matter how good you are ir something, there is
always someone better.
Usually, you don't have to go too far to find someone bet-
ter in most athletics. In the course of a basketball season,
you might run into 10 clubs that are better than you are.
Or in a golf tournament, the same holds true. Even
when you are at the top, you aren't going to win every golf
tournament because of the layout of different courses etc.
There's one sport though where the best wins about 99
per cent of the time. There's no homecourt advantage,
there's no way an official can cost you a game.
The sport is tennis. It's a individual as you can get. All of
your success depends upon you, not a teammate or how
much help you have from people in the stands.
In tennis, talent wins. Tennis is what I like to call a
"pure sport."
Put yourself in the shoes of Mel Purcell. He wipes
everyone out during regular season matches. He wipes
everyone out in the Regional Tournament and he goes all
the way to the finals of the State Tournament before
bowing in split sets.
Maybe one or two times all year, including the State
Tournament, does he have any competition. You do not
improve unless you play against people better than you
are.
Six years ago Mel Purcell was a tiny fifth grader who
captured the imagination of every tennis fan in the state
when he played in the doubles at the State Tournament
with is brother Del.
In those six years, he has grown in Might, in his power
and in his skill.
Several years ago, if he wanted to play against stronger




MONTREAL 1AP) — While
National Hockey League
President Clarence Campbell
held onto the thinnest thread
of hope for the Kansas City
Scouts, there was every in-
dication that the tottering 2-
year-old franchise would be
folded today by the league's
Board of Governors.
Kansas City was not
represented Monday at either
the session of the rules,
committee which.. produced
stifle stringent penalties
against fighting, or at the
meeting of the league's
finance committee, which met
twice to prepare a suggestion
for the board which meets
here today.
It was expected that the
suggestion would be to fold the
franchise which is $5 million in
debt — $1.75 million of which
is owed directly to the league.
Askef if it was a bad sign that
the Scouts were not involved
in either of the meetings.
Campbell said, "That is a
completely rational assum-
ption. They'll be running some
pretty big risks if they don't
make it tomorrow."
A group headed by Kansas
City Mayor Wheeler planned
to arrive here today for a last-
ditch attempt to save the
franchise which has sought
new ownership for months and
has failed to obtain it. Cam-
pbell said that any prospective
purchaser must be certain of
his staying power before
ownership would be tran-
sferred.
The status of another
troubled franchise, the
California Seals, also was on
today's agenda. Seals Owner
Mel Swig reported to the
finance committee Monday
night on the progress of his
efforts to move the team or
sell it. Cleveland appears a
possible new site if the World
Hockey Association Crusaders
follow through on their plan to
move to Hollywood, Fla.
But there remained the
possibility that Swig would
keep the club in Oakland,
where it has met with
harrowing financial problems
in 12,500-seat Alameda County
Coliseum. Efforts to build a
new arena in downtown San
Francisco were turned down
by local legislation.
The meetings opened
Monday with some sweeping
changes by the rules com-
mittee and the promise that
another matter — the plans
for free agent superstar
Bobby Orr — would be
determined today. Orr, ac-
cording to attorney Alan
Eagleson, fares yet another
operation on a left knee which
already has undergone
surgery three times.
But Eagleson, who met with
the St. Louis Blues Monday
night, was expected to sign his
client with the Chicago Black
Hawks in a multi-year, multi-
million dollar contract or have
Orr sit out the forthcoming
season. Orr has admitted the
leg still bothers him.
Earlier, Eagleson an-
nounced the rule changes at a
news conference with NHL
Referee-in-Chief Scotty
Morrison. The rules com-
mittee voted to assess a five-
minute major penalty and a
'game misconduct to any
player who initiates a fight; to
empower the league president
to further investigate any
incident and assess punish-
ment beyond that handed out
by the referee, and to eject
from a contest any player who
fights with a spectator.
Another rule change, that
any player who incurs three
game misconducts for fighting
be suspended for the following
game, was not accepted by the
necessary three-quarters
majority of the committee and
will have to be ratified by the




Danilchenko of the Soviet
Union won the bantamweight
competition at the Junior
World Weightlifting Cham-
pionships at Gdansk, Poland
Monday with a combined total
of 524 pounds - 231 in the
snatch and 293 in the jerk.
competition he'd play against his father, Bennie Purcell,
or one of the elder Purcell's tennis players at Murray
State.
Now Mel Purcell beats them all. He has reached the
stage sktere, unless he finds new horizons, he could
become bored with the game.
Last year, Purcell traveled abroad to Europe and
played. He did well.
Perhaps last summer, he played his best ever when he
won the singles title at the Kentucky State Hardeourt
Championships. In that championship match against a
player from the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga, he
showed signs of becoming a superstar.
The day after the tourney, I did a column on Mel. In that
column I simply said that sometimes, people hear so
much about a tennis player they just tend to overlook his
talent and his future.
Mel Purcell could be the next Jimmy Connors.
With one year of high school left, his future is staring
him in the face.
Five years from now and he could be on the pro circuit.
Or he could be a college graduate trying to find a nine-to-
five job.
He has done about all he can do in Murray and in Ken-
tucky. To find the competition to prepare him for that
future in tennis, he needs to be somewhere else.
Seven years ago, I graduated from high school. All of
the friends I used to run around with are now married or
gone. The same will be true for Mel Purcell in seven
years.
It's something to think about. Do you live your life for
your friends or for yourself?
Mel Purcell is at the crossroads of his life. It will be a





and pick up valuable information so
you may enjoy viewing the Montreal
Summer Olympics on ABC-TV
Starting Tuesday Night
June 8th, 730 to 10 PM
and daily during store hours
DENNISON-HUNT
Chestnut Street
Brought to„ you by
The Quiet Company




numbers to call for
expert advice and service:






One phone call can take a load from your shoulders
when it comes to building clearances, permits, rights-of-
way, planning, budgeting, designing. contracting,
clearing, excavating, constructing. roofing, finishing.
interior finishing, grounds work, landscaping, etc.,
etc. Because our business is taking care of the details
involved in building—from the first steps to the last.
As much as you want us to handle, we'll handle. So
give us a call when you're thinking about building.
You have our number. 9'9
CESA Contractors, Inc.
Route 2 Box 525
Calvert City, Kentucky, 42029 Phone 395.4198
4
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17% tr li ( mted Feature Sy tea e, Inc
2. Nutk.
CONFIDENTIAL $200
cash reward leading to
arrest and conviction
to burglary of red and
white trailer in Smith
Wood Ky. Lake
Development near





Tappan range, table and
chairs, etc. Contact



































WHW PONT 40i) COME
ALONG? IF I BREAK A
STRING, I MA-I' NEED
SOME EXTRA CAT GUT!




•-1-T WAS ) 
ONE OF
elkY HANDS HOLDS SLEEP.„
THE OTHER„, DEATH. YOU
























What we do best is care.
NEEDLLNE, 753-6333.
TRUCK LOAD SALE,
pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15." - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78xI5" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +
























be submitted by 12




submitted by 4 p.m.
the day before
publication.
3. Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Hubert
Pete McCoi/ would like
to express our sincere
appreciation to our
friends, neighbors and
relative, who were so
kind to us at the death of
our loved one. We are
deeply grateful for the
flowers, food, cards and
prayers. Our special
thanks also to Bro.
Vrigil Blankenship
Murray Calloway
Co untY Hospital and
staff, also Dr. Binford,
Dr. Clark, Dr. Lowery
and Dr. Marquardt, the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home and staff, Mrs.
Edith Warren and the
pallbearers. May the
Lord bless each of you is
our prayer. The Family
THR FAMILY OF ORVIS
Fielder would like to
express their thanks to
all the wonderful friends
and neighbors for the
food, flowers, and
prayers during the time
of our husband and
fathers illness and
death. A special thank
you to Bro. Jack Jones
for his beautiful service,
Mrs. Bobbie Chrysler
for the beautiful organ
music and Blalock and
Coleman Funeral Home
for all their kindness. A
special thank-you to Dr.
Donald Hughes and the
second floor nurses, you
helped us so much. Dr.
Ted Myre and the third




the Red Cross office for
the part you had in our




services, that showed a
great respect to all of us
since we spent so many
of our family years
there. Thank you to the
management and
waitresses at Sue and
Charlies Restaurant for
the time off and
covering you gave
Jennie when she had to
leave at a moments
notice. Thanks to all our
relatives who stood by
us and helped in so
many ways. You were
wonderful. For our dear
friends and relatives
who watched after the
little children we will
never forget you. Emma
Sue, Dan, Bernice and
Mr. Knight we love you.
What can you say when
you want to express all
the thanks in your heart.
God Bless all of you and
Daddy would have been
90 proud. Faye, Sue,
Jennie, Gene
5 lost And Found
LOST GREY TIGER-
STRIPPED neutered
male cat with 4 white







with gut string and
brass instruments.
Auditions held Monday,








Box 188AY Albany, MO
64402.
TWO PERSONS TO
WORK in church nur-
sery Sunday morning
and evening. Call 753-




business of your own
that won't upset your
family duties? It offers
good money with no
cash outlay. Queensway
would like to invest in
you. Call today at 901-
885-9150 or 901-885-6989




will train, 4'4 day week.
Send complete resume
and 3 references to Box
321.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manger, 753-
5550.
13 Fi.,r Saie Or Trade
BURLEY AND DARK
fired tobacco for sale.
Call 753-0100 between 7
and 4
14. Want To Buy
USED HORSE or cattle
trailer. Cheap. Call 753-






wants to buy good used
garden tractor with
mower. Call 7534797.
USED SOFA BED, desk,
and pool table. Call 753-
3604.
TWIN BEDS complete in
good condition. Also




Electric 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15 Articles For Sale
WEED EATER, 829.95, to







34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LR 78 x 15" -










king size bed, single bed,
Early American couch,
2 piece living room,






FOR SALE three used air
conditioners, and
automatic washer. In
good condition. Call 753-
0405, after 5, 753-9350.
WOULD YOU TRUST
your child to an un-
trained doctor? How
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained -
We're dependable -we
have a permanent place
















I. u m be r
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric













and Service, 500 Maple















TWO ROW CASE corn




grain storage for this
falls crop? Agri-
Products can supply
storage for less than 50
cents a bushel. Call 753-
2958 or 489-2237.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
. Sports Equipment
14' BOAT WITH trailer,
$200. 16' trailer, $200.
Call 437-4573.
1975 33' COHIO Chris
Craft cruiser. All
fiberglass, 350 h. p. twin
engines. Flying bridge,
new still in warranty.
632,950 or best offer.




trap, 32" full and im-
proved modified, like
new. Phone 753-7541
after 6 p. m.
A 26" WESTERN flyer











BOYS 10 speed bike.
Brand new. $70. Call 753-
0990.
16' RUNABOUT, motor
and trailer. Call 753-
0410.
18' 1974 STARCRAFT
bass boat, -Bill Dance
Pro model. 1972
Evinrude 85 h.p. motor.
1974 Moody Manufac-




condition. Can be in-
spected at Hughes &
Gregory Law Offices,
204 South 6th, 8:30 a.m. -




cover. 19773 model. Call
618-345-5985.
15' FIBERGLASS
Runabout, $50. Call 436-
5414.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
22 Musical
WURLITZER ELEC-










sible party can take a








2 manual organ in black
ebony. Curved, lighted




home use. Can be used
with Leflie speaker
system for auditorium,
church, or club. A
professional instrument
sacrificed at $.2,500 firm





Plastic put under house.
Kelly Termite and Fent
Control, 753-3914. -
24 Miscellaneous
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.




Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), rcd worms,
Canadian -...Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.M.
TRUCK LIMY TIRE
Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" -25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.
West Ky. Mattress, 1136
South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7232.
27. Mobile Home S.Aes
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226
12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM,
air conditioned, un-
derpinned, strapped, 120
x 140 private lot. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-8113.
HOUSE TRAILER and
lot. Located on Route 6,
Box 58A, Pottertown
Road. Call 753-4869 after
5 p. m.
8 x 38 TRAILER AT Blood
River Boat Dock. For
information see Mr.
Elmer WilliaMs at dock
or call 314-748-5868.
1974 GRAND PRIX 12 x
65, completely carpeted,





1971 KINtiswOOD 12 X
65, 2 bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air. All
electric. Call 489-2317 or
489-2666 or 489-2348.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.





\ Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
AIR CONDITON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




































































































































r 15" - 25.78 +
X. G60x14" or
- 3.01 FE Tax.


































































28. Heating 8 Cooling




29 Mobile Hume Rentals
MOBILE HOMES
LOCATED in the Mobile
Home Village Court.
Call 753-3895 or 753-3482.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
PROFESSORS FAMILY
two. children, one
sedate dog) need 3 to 4
bedroom unfurnished
house. Dr.. M. Cohen,
English Dept.,





house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32 Aimrtments For Rent
LnimNice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.






























34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM full
basement, in city limits







1'2 block from campus.
Call 753-3895 or 753-3482.
TWO BEDROOM
HOUSE, carport, 2 air
conditioners, stove,
carpet and drapes. 1203
Payne. Call 753-6200.
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick home 1











LINE. $125.00. Call 753-
3683 or 753-8301. -
FIVE YEAR OLD trained
pit Bull Dog, $100.00, and
registered English





fawn . with black
markings, $100. Solid




Saturday June 12th. 7:30
a. m. to 5:30 p. m. Lots












Clothes, TV and stand,
$20. Royal typewriter,
rug, bedspreads, cur-
tains, lots of nic nacks.
toys.
FANTASTIC BUY!!!
Subdivision at Junction of Highway East 94 and 280.
3 Bedroom brick, large den with fireplace, living
room, dining room, kitchen, utility, and 134
baths. Central heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good location.
Phone 753-7857
In accordance with the open door policy
adopted in 1975 by the Board of Directors
of the MurrarCalloway County Corn,
prehensive Core Center:
Applications are now being accepted for
a board position.
If you desire to serve on this governing
board, you should immediately contact
Mrs. Boyd at the Center 753-6622.
A worthwhile community project needs
your support.
Is opening a Junior Sportswear and
Dress Shop in Murray.
We need a happy, dynamic, sales oriented
person to manage our new store. - You'll meet
people. You'll supervise the store's sales team.
You'll do some fashion display. You'll give
customers fashion advise. You'll train in Cin-
cinnati at our expense, and then come home to
run your store in August.









DID OUR GREY tiger.
striped cat with 4 white
feet get in your car at
our sale Saturday in
Oaks Estates? Reward.
Call 753-9931.














ACREAGE L2 MILE off
641 North. 31 acres and
20 tendable, wooded hill
for beautiful building
site. Call 753-3976.
35 ACRES NEAR Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail. 6400 per acre.
Address to P. Q. Box
32H, Murray.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our




711 Main. Just listed new
home near completion in
Canterbury Estates.
This is a custom built, 3
















1222 for personal full
service real estate.





Across from Post Office.
"SPECIAL FOR
THE WEEK"
Very nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath, den-kitchen eambo
brick home. Has wall to
wall carpet, hook-up for
washer and dryer,
garbage disposer, built
in range, lots of closets,
and central gas' and
central air. Located on a








family room, and wall to
wall carpet. Concrete
block well house and
outdoor storage
building. Lot is ap-
proximately 1L,2 acres.
Under $20,000. Call 753-





REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222 Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a





"CALL THE PHOTOGRAPHERS - FEEL
A I7RAFT.
=MI
THREE ACRES with T.
V. A. frontage. Good
road frontage on Kirby
Jennings Trail at
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably
priced or will trade.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or 753-7531.
44 Lots For Sale
ONE ACRE WOODED lot
in Taylor Store com-
munity on mail route
and good gravel road. Le
mile off paved road. Call
618-345-5985
45 Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM off 641
North, L4 mile from
Flint Baptist Church on
Flint Baptist Church
Road.
46 Homes For Sale





garage. Priced to sell




family room, 2 acres for
sale. Call 753-0084.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, apple trees, 2
small outbuildings on
over 1 acre, 2 miles
south of Bel Air Shop-
ping Center on 641. Call
753-0154.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street,
Murray. $3,000 or best
offer. We paid $4,000 for
--this-property in 1970 plus









Bath and It , tile and
ma ble - sizeable study 12
x 18 - central heat and
air - gas. Cherry
paneling in kitchen and





40's. 1517 Oxford Dr.
Call 753-9513.
NEW HOMES FOR
SALE, mid 20's and up.
Will consider trading for
older home, lot, mobile
home, etc. Call 753-3672.
THREE BEDROOM
central heat and air,
carpet throughout, 5
miles East. Built last
summer. $27,500. Call
753-3938.







1974 250 CC YAMAHA
motorcycle. 1700 actual
miles. Call 437-4799 after
5 p. m.
1972 HONDA 125 trail
bike. Reworked with





condition. $550. Call 436-
5414.
1972 TS 125 Suzuki. Call
437-4620.
1973 HONDA CB 350, sissy
bar, fog light, runs
great. $715. Call 753-
5563.






dition. Low mileage. See
at 917 N. 18th or call
Alan Gibbs at 753-9320.
350 HONDA in good
condition. $425. Call 436-
2310.




Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - is.99 +1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 -4- 2.80.
L78x15" - 23.99 + 3.08.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn
19 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1971 NOVA, 750 Honda
1971, 17' fishing boat.
Call 435-44.
ONE OWNER 1969 Chevy
Impala 427. Excellent
condition. 63,000 miles.
21 m. p. g. highway,
loaded, full power. Call
753-8414.
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seaking 35









condition. Call days 753-
1362, nights 436-5380.
1974 INTERNATIONAL
pickup, 4 wheel drive,
power steering, air, AM-
FM radio, tilt steering,




A BLUE 1974 Nova, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
37,000 miles. $2,150. Call





on the bed Call 489-2540.
1969 PLYMOUTH Fury in
fair condition. Call 753-
8245 or 753-6743.
Gtag CLEAN 1067






49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 RANCHERO,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air.
Good condition, phone
753-5201 or 753-2493.
1971 V. W. SUPER Beetle
Call 753-6971.
1970 V. W. BEETLE,
$1050. Call 753-7480 after
6 p.m.
1970 CHEVROLET





Call 753-1358 after 6 p.
m.
1975 CHEVROLET
CREW cab 4 door)
Silverado interior,
auxiliary tank, AM-FM
radio. Extra heavy duty
package, many extras,
excellent condition. Can
be seen after 7 p. m. at
Holland Cemetery
Road. This week only.
1970 VW, mag wheels,
new tires, air condition
Call 474-2752.










C. B. radio includes
102 in. whip mount










and dirt. Call 437-453.3,












WILL DO babysitting in









glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass.
M & G Complete Glass









Matting also. Call 753-
8568.
HAY HAULING. Call 436-
2388 after 4 p.m.
SAVE MONEY. Ken's
Lawn Mower repair
$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge
first gravel road left 1-'2
mile.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




repair, parts and ser-
vice for all makes of
bicycles. Western Auto
Downtown.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.






or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
LAWN MOWINiv service.
- Tree trimming, hedge
trimming and cutting.




























YOU H be amazed when you see
how realty deep down Clean your
Carpets Han RINSE4IVAC
rinses and .acuurns out dirt and
gr,nw - a s,npie sweep Cleans
the wa) professionals do-but at
a fraction of the cost'
For prot•sponal carpet thregist










INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling





















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the










4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.





















vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.















'NE .411.5 THE LUXURY CAR  .E.WAR MIDDLE CLASS.
THE 17401 MACE CAME STANDARD WTThb Opoi 6 ENGINE, 3-56f.E0
COLUMN SHIFT WITH ACEJUM BOOST, STAINLESS TRIM, SO-
HOUR CI.DCX AND TON HORNS. EY-MA-COST OPTIONS ,
STAINLESS 1-1.74T FENDER TRIM, SNORT WE R*De0, NEATER,
FOG LIGHTS, e WHITE WALLS. HER FISHER 'uvi-STEEL' ear/
AND ALVE-IN-HEAD 'VICTORY' ENGINE WIG CHEVROLETS LAST
'HURRAH' BEFORE THE BC WAR 5100PED NM) PRooucTioN
MORE THAN 35 YEARS AGO.
SPIECWICATIONS. ENGINE -OW (o, 216.5 WIN. 90 Ek4P.
LENGTH-1925! WIC/T4-72: HEIGHT- RD: WEIGHT-2980
PERFORMANCE* 0-.500H IN 13.8 SEC, TOP SPEW 84 MPH
AVERAGE FUEL MILEAGE - 18.1 M.P.G.
VALUE' 941 PRICE $769, TODAY (MINT) 42,8CX:r
Ol targ azariviriammarsatz
'The' Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon Jerry Key
JUNE 20th tha spotlIghtson Dad I
Let Dad know just how much you love him, by placing a
"FATHER'S DAY GREETING" in the classified section, under the
personal classification. Ads will be run Saturday, June 14. All
ads must be in before 12:00 noon Friday, June 19.
Call 753-1916
To Place Your Father's Day Greeting
EXAMPLE
To the greatest dad ,n all INA
world We tov• you Dad
Susie and Tom
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I Deaths and Funerals
Odie B. Morris Is
Dead At Age 80;
Rites Thursday
Odie B. Morris of 740 Nash
Drive, Murray, died this
morning at 8:30 at his home.
He was 80 years of age.
The Murray man was a
retired farmer, an Army
veteran of World War 1, and a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born November 12,
1895, in Fulton County, he was
the son of the late Terry
Morris and Mary Gardner
Morris.
Mr. Morris is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ola Byars
Morris, to whom he was
married August 7, 1920;
stepmother, Mrs. Ella Morris
of Route' Two, Puryear,
Tenn.; three daughters, Mrs.
J. P. (Katherine) Wicker,
Paducah, Mrs. Floyd (Mar-
tha) Barrow, Hazel Route
Two, and Mrs. Ralph- (Sue)
Darnell, Murray Route Four;
three sons, Charles Morris,
Paris, Tenn., Doyce Morris,
1627 West Olive, Murray, and
William Morris, Murray
Route Seven.
Also surviving are six
sisters, Mrs. George ( Bertie
Jenkins, Mrs. Glynn ( Larue)
Orr, Mrs. Douglas (Myrtle)
Vandyke, Mrs. Rudolph
(Jewel) Key, Mrs. Oman
(Jessie) Paschall, and Mrs.
Tom (Ovie) Wilson, and two
brothers, Gaylon and Howard
Morris, all of Puryear, Tenn.;
ten grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at one p. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating
and the Grace Baptist Church
Choir providing the music.
Pallbearers will be David
Morris, Dwayne Barrow, Kim
Sloan, Ron Wright, Donnie
Morris, and Morris Wicker.
Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




Elmer Carter, father of
Lynear Carter of Murray, died
Sunday at 1:30 a.m. at the
Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital, Prin-
ceton. He wailiyears of age.
Survivors arehis wife, Mrs.
Nettie Eskew Carter, 119
Skyline Drive, Princeton; one
son, Lynear Carter, Murray;
one daughter, Mrs. Charles
Bray, Caldwell County; eight
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Monday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Morgan Funeral
Home, Princeton, with Rev.
Russell Bow officiating.
Burial was in the Princeton
Memorial Gardens.
Funeral Services
Held For Mr. Dunn
The funeral for Hebert G.
Dunn of 1015 Sharpe Street,
Murray, barber of Murray
and Hazel, was held Monday
at three p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Dr. James A.
Fisher officiating and Mrs
Otto Erwin playing the organ.
Pallbearers were Bradburn
Hale, J. B. Wilson, Cook
Sanders, Matt Sparkman, Will
Whitnell, and Bud Myers.
Entombment was in the
Murray Mausoleum.
Mr. Dunn, age 73, died
Sunday at 1:40 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A member of the
First United Methodist
Church and Woodmen of the
World, he was born August 31,
1902, to the late Joe and Betty
Ray Dunn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Kathleen Jackson Dunn, to
whom he was married
January 27, 1928; one sister,
Mrs. Bond (Juanita) Lax, and
one brother, Herbert ( Hub)
Dunn, both of Murray; several
nieces and nephews.
Preceding him in death
were four sisters, Mesdames
Iva Thompson, Numa Vance,
Zora Culpepper, and Daily
Waters, and four brothers,





Ralph H. Starks died Sun-
day at 7:12 p.m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was 71
years of age and a retired
carpenter of 1200 Longview
Drive, Benton.
The deceased was a
member of the Benton Church
of Christ, and is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Vivian Starks,
Benton, and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Bro. Kenneth Hoover
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
A. N. Duke, Riley Johnson,
Glenn Edwards, Gayle
Edwards, Joe Duke, and
Mason Powell. Burial will be
in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery in
Calloway County.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.4
down 0.1. Below dam 305.4
down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.5
down 0.1. Below dam 316.6
down 0.4.
Sunset 8:14 p.m. Sunrise
5:37 a.m.




Funeral services for Erton
Mathis were held Monday at
one p. m. at the chapel of the
Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. Joe
Gardner officiating. Burial
was in the Jenny Ridge
Cemetery in Trigg County.
Mr. Mathis, age 71, a native
of Trigg County, died Sunday
at 5:15 a. m. at National
Health Enterprises, Paducah.
He was a member of a Pen-
tecost Church in Missiouri and
a former employe of the
Lindsey Funeral Home.
Survivors are two sons, Hale
Mathis of Murray Route Three
and Tom Pace Mathis of
Hardin; one brother Jack





Vester Orr, Sr., died this
morning at 6:20 at the Gordon
County Hospital, Calhoun,
Ga., where he had been a
patient since May 31 when he
became ill while he and his
wife were enroute to Murray
after spending the winter at
Winter Haven, Fla.
He was 71 years of age and
was associated with the
Calloway Monuments Works,
West Main Street, Murray.
Born July 19, 1904, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Bethel Orr and Lunie
West Orr.
Mr. Orr and his wife, the
former Myra Jobe, who
survives, were married June
24, 1922. They were both well
known as singers and had
been special singers at
revivals at local churches.
Survivors include his wife,
Myra; one daughter, Mrs.
Merle Jane)( Basden of Fort
Worth, Texas; one son, Vester
Orr, Jr., Findlay, Ohio; one
sister, Mrs. Judge ( Ophie )
Paschall, Hazel Route One;
four grandchildren.
The body is being returned
to the Blalock-Coleman





Federal State Market News ServiceJune 8,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog MarketReport Includes 9 Buying StationsReceipts , Act 343 Est 500-600 Barrows &Guts fully .50 higher Sows steady tofirm.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $51 . 00-51 . 50US 1-3 .240}200bs  $50.75-51 00US 2-4 340-260 I 000.00-50ThUS-3-4 260-280 lbs.  149 00-50 00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 140.00-41.00US 1-3 300-450 lbs $40.50-41 00US 1-3 450-650 lbs *4100-4150few 42.50
US 2-3 300-5001bs . . 839.00-40.00Boars 133.00-35.00
Win this exclusive jeweled bracelet
created by Tiffany 8, Co. for
Congoleurn
Enter our Congoleum Prestige Prize Drawing: No purchase required
You could be the lucky winner of th,s custom-oes,gned Tiffanybracelet, Mode of sterling silver, with genuine diamond, ruby andsapphire gems mounted on golden yenned stars, this magnificentTiffany bracelet is available only through authorized Congoleumdealers No purchase necessary to enter. Just come in to our storeand fill out on Entry Blank
While you're here, look over our complete Ime of no-wax cushion-ed vinyl floors by Congoleum, the acknowledged design leader infloor coverings. And see the beautiful -Hentoge of Americo"collection in Prestige" Cushioned Vinyl.





'The Panhandler,' A New
Addition At Dixieland
How did a stockbroker from
Chicago and a small town girl
from Iowa end up in Murray,
Kentucky, selling equipment
and gadgets for the cook?
-We have fallen in love with
Murray and her people. We
also appreciate food and have
the knowledge of equipment
that goes with it," replied
Jack and Ann Uddberg, co-
owners of "The Panhandler,"
the newest store to open at the
Dixieland Shopping Center, on
Chestnut Street.
Uddberg, who grew up in
Chicago revealed that he had
many relatives living in this
area. Ann, his wife, though
originally from Iowa, stated
that they grew tired of the
frantic pace of their lives in
Chicago and decided to move
to Murray and put their
knowledge of Haute Cuisine to
work.
"The Panhandler" features
equipment with a greater
degree of specilization than
regular pots and pans. Such
items as Mongolian hot pots,
Italian pasta machines.
French fish poachers and
Danish meat slicers are
available in many styles and
sizes. Also available are a
wide assortment of gadgets
which make most cooking
chores easier and more fun.
Mrs. Udd berg, a graduate of
Dumas Pere, L'ecole de la
Cuisine Francais, Glenview,
Illinois, stated that the staff of
"The Panhandler" is
prepared to answer questions
about the uses of every item in
the store and will provide
appropriate recipes. The
Uddbergs emphasized that
"The Panhandler" is not just
for the gourmet cook, but for
anybody who has an interest
in food, it's preparation, and
serving. The country cook will
find the selection of goods just
as fascinating and useful as
the chef at the Cordon Bleu in
Paris.
In addition to the extensive
line of equipment The
Panhandler also features
herbs and spices; a complete
line of Oriental ingredients;
flavored teas and whole bean
coffees from around the
world. The coffee beans can be
purchased whole or ground.
The Uddberg's said they hope
people will stop by for a





An "Olympic Open House,"
sponsored by the Ron Beshear
Agency of Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
will be held this evening from
7:30 p. m. to 10 p. m. at
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods on Chestnut Street.
The local agency announced
today that it would become
Murray's "Olympic Inf or-
mation Center" and that
record books, posters,
schedules and other items
designed for home television
viewers or for those planning
to attend the games, which
run from July 17 to August 1,
would be available free at
Dennison-Hunt.
This will be the second time
Northwestern Mutual has
been co-sponsor of ABC's TV
coverage of the Olympics.
Tommy Turner is among
those scheduled to appear at
the open house tonight
New Plan Would Require
Withholding On Interest
WASHINGTON )AP) - A
new tax collection plan
moving in Congress would
require that income taxes be
withheld from interest and
dividend checks paid annually
to more than 50 million
American households.
The Internal Revenue
Service says many Americans
cheat on their taxes by not
reporting such income. The
agency estimated that such a
withholding provision whould
add $2.4 billion a year in
federal taxes.
The withholding plan could
be a key to approval of a tax
plan before the Senate
Finance Committee. Chair-
man Russell Long, D-La., is
pressing for approval in order
to raise government revenues
during 1977.
Prices of Cocks of local totem* at owetoday furruthed to the Ledger & Thud byI M Stinari rt3 are as foLlows
Industrial Avg 
Airco 00'.1 +NIAmer Motors 5 uncAshland Oil- WI +4sA.T. & T We +44Ford 5744 +74Gen. Motors 67 +41Gen. Tlre 83% 4-42Goodrich 214 +%Gulf Oil We
Pennwalt 34% +%Quaker Oats 25% +46
Repubhc Steel 36% +44Singer 19 +VGTappan 814 +VIWestern Unite 17% -SyZenith 31915 +46
Prices of Cock el bed litenist st seamr, today, furnished is the Lew, a,
news by First @1 laelieglk Cad, d
Murray. are as follows
U S Homes 'Nene
Kaufman & Broad Pb +%
Ponderosa Systems 95. +41
Kimberly Clark 4244 -tl
Union Carbide 69% +4/
W. R. Grace 264 +5.
Texaco 26% +44General Elec  52% +N
GAF Co 14 +5.Georgia Pacific5014 +44Pfizer X% +15,
Jim Walters 38 +44Kirsch   14% oneDisney 51% weFranklin Mint  WAS -
litS Commissioner Donald
C. Alexander told the com-
mittee Monday that such
withholding is the best way to
make certain that taxes on
interest and dividends are
paid.
The committee, under
Senate orders to raise
revenues by $2 billion, is
criticized by liberals because
it has voted to continue key
tax breaks for wealthy in-
vestors - although at a reduced
level - while agreeing to let
part of a major cut in in-
dividual income taxes expire
next June.
The Treasury Department
estimates that as much as $8
billion worth of interest and
dividends is escaping taxation
because of cheating. Enact-
ment of withholding could
raise collections by up to $2.4
billion in 1977, officials said.
That could allow Congress
to accept Long's plan for
continuing some tax shelters
and still make permanent the
entire package of individual
tax cuts approved last year.
The IRS says almost 50
million tax returns filed in
1974 listed income received
from interest or dividends
Surprisingly, more than half
that number, or 29.7 million
returns, showed total income
from all sources of under
$15,000.
Under present law, a bank
or corporation that pays in-
terest or dividends must give
the recipient a record of his
payments each year and
report such payments to the
IRS. The recipient must list
such payments on his tax
form. Alexander said the IRS
cannot afford to compare
bank reports with individual
tax returns.
Thus, Alexander added.




FAIR QUEEN CONTEST 1976
Name 
Date of Birth    _—,--
Parents —
Address  _Phone
School Attending Year Compl (.‘
Special Interest or Hobbies
This form and two pictures (billfold size)
should be 'mailed or brought to Marl Ann
Russell, 1503 Sycamore, no later than June•15.
Pictures will be returned. 
The first 30 entrants will be accepted For fur-
ther information, call Mrs. Russell at 753-2832• 
Primaries. . .
(Continued from Page 1 i
delegates, unopposed for 24 of them.
Reagan made a two-day swing to Ohioin hopes of cutting into the President's
column. Ford Wound up his primary
campaigning Monday with a 288-mile
motorcade through tfestern Ohio. Hesaid a Reagan ticket could lead
Republicans to landslide defeat in
November.
Carter, Udall and Church were theactive Democratic campaigners for a
primary that will award 152
Democratic delegates. Udall said aCarter victory could make the former
Georgia governor unstoppable. He
assailed Carter as a "mystery man"who has concentrated on collecting
delegates without declaring clear
positions on the issues. Wallace, Sen.
Henry M. Jackson of Washington, whohas dropped from the campaign, and asmall selection of district favorite sonsare the other Ohio entries.
Polls there close at 8 p.m. EDT.
New Jersey
A nominally uncommitted slate,
actually allied with Ford, is entered for
the 67 Republican delegates. Would-be
delegates who list themselves as
supporting "former California
governor" are competing for 40
delegate slots. Reagan expects no more
than a handful of delebates in that one.
There are 108 Democratic delegates
there, and Carter's major opposition is
an uncommitted slate which includes
supporters of Brown and Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey. Church, Udall, Wallace,
Jackson, Harris and Mrs. McCormack
also have entries in the delegate
competition.
Brown campaigned in New Jersey on
election eye, and said it was the crucial
primary.
"This is where the Carter bandwagon
finally runs off the track," he said.
Carter, Church and three other
Democrats were listed on a purely
advisory preferential primary ballot.
The polls close at 7:30 p.m. EDT.
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Officials Looking For Reason
For The Collapse Of Teton Dam
IDAHO FALLS, Idaho API
— As the threat of more
flooding from the collapsed
Teton Dam subsides,
government officials are
looking for reasons for failure
of the earth-filled structure.
One theory advanced
Monday is that water seepage
may have hastened the
collapse of the recently
completed dam.
There was speculation, too,
that a 1975 earthquake on the
Idaho-Utah border could have
damaged the dam, which is
about 150 miles north of the
tremor's epicenter.
Seven people were con-
firmed dead in flooding along
the Teton and Snake rivers
that came after the dam broke
Saturday, including one man
who suffered a heart attack
while preparing for flooding.
The list of missing dropped to
about three dozen as com-
munications were restored
and roads rebuilt.
In Washington, the House
Interior and Insular Affairs
Committee said it would in-
vestigate the collapse of the
307-foot-high dam, built for the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation at
a cost of $.55 million.
One-third of the dam on
Idaho's Teton River crum-
bled, releasing 80 billion
gallons of water and causing
damages estimated in the
hundreds of millions of dollars
as far as 100 miles down-
stream. State officials said
damage was approaching $700
million.
The dam was being filled for
the first time when it gave
way at noon Saturday.
U.S. Reclamation Com-
missioner Gilbert Stanun told
reporters water seeping
through or around a concrete
"curtain" covering the dam
may have led to its collapse.
He said it was the first time a
bureau dam had collapsed.
Residents blamed the
government for the flood and











ATTENTION! Special Release Offer
Kentuav Artist
J. W. HARRIS
Releases limited Edition of the
HOTEL IRVIN COBB
PADUCAH'S LANDMARK BUILDING
PRINTS NOW AVAILABLE in FULL COLOR, SIZE 18 X20
Everyone is invited to a signing partybeing held on Thursday June 10 from 6-9 p. m. at theGallery Unlimited, Chestnut St., Murray.
Stop in and see this beautiful print and meet the artist.
Co-sponsored by the
Gallery Unlimited & Susanne's Fine Arts of Custom Framing
Refreshments will be served............................................................................Return this coupon and remittance with your order for the Hotel IrvinCobb Print within 10 days and receive a Bicentennial Gift from the Ar-tit, a 11 14 sinned print of Mt. Vernon, George Washington'c Home
J. W. Harris, P. 0. Box 307, Murray, Ky. 42071
500 Numbered A, Signed 
 $25.00 ea.2,500 signed 
 $20.00 ea.
(Adel 57 SO for P011,01:), & dandling,
Please send _ ,.,.Print( s) signed by the artist. I enclose$
Woe  
Address 
City 
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